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Editorial
At the launch of the Creative Time Summit 2015, held during the Venice Biennale, curator Nato Thompson posed questions 

at the meta level of knowledge production. He asked: How do you come to know the world? What forces produce the spaces 
by which you come to know the world? Some months later, back in a New York high school, he acknowledged the micro-site 
of knowledge production that he now occupies and all its complex issues. 

Drawing threads from the meta to the micro level inevitably leads to a conversation about power – who has it, who doesn’t, 
who should have it, how it is adjudicated.1 TransActions #2 picks up on this context and sets out to pose questions for the field 
of socially-engaged art and education practice in 2017.

The MA Socially Engaged Art and Further Education (MA SEA+FE) at NCAD is now in its fourth year. It is one of three 
Masters programmes in Ireland, which, along with many international programmes in the Global North, are educating for 
the field of socially-engaged and collaborative practice. The publication series TransActions – dialogues in transdisciplinary 
practice emerged after the first cycle of the MA and was launched in 2015 with its first issue, TransActions #1 – Dublin-
Chicago. The publication series was conceived by Fiona Whelan, (joint coordinator of the MA SEA+FE at NCAD) and Jim 
Duignan (Stockyard Institute in Chicago).  Avoiding any easy distinction between theory and practice, TransActions aims to 
bring together multiple diverse voices to explore the thinking and practice of socially-engaged art, to consider “its strengths 
and its weaknesses, its learning and its unlearning.” 2 

Uniquely in Ireland, the MA SEA+FE is positioned at the centre of the dynamic relationship between socially-engaged 
arts practice, pedagogy and research practice. This publication will explore the negotiation of this hybrid territory, which 
requires an understanding of the distinct disciplinary axes, their origins and the lenses from which they view each other as 
well as their modes of governance and their methods of ascribing value. For this second issue, NCAD have partnered with 
Create, the national development agency for collaborative arts and Fire Station Artists’ Studios, to collectively curate a cross-
fertilisation of ideas and reflections on the theme of knowledge and counter knowledge production as it relates to the field of 
socially-engaged art, and the organisational and educational infrastructure that supports it. As a national agency, Create’s 
remit is to support artists across all artforms who work collaboratively in social and community contexts. The organisation 
works through multiple partnerships and offers a range of services to develop and support the field of collaborative practice. 
Programmes include the Learning Development Programme with Dublin City Council Arts Office The LAB which supports 
art students at undergraduate level to explore working in a socially-engaged context. Built around artists’ needs, Fire Station 
is an Arts Council and Dublin City Council supported resource of living and working spaces, as well as sculpture and digital 
media provision, which champions socially-engaged art. As such, the three-way partnership forms an important alignment 
both in the city of Dublin and nationally. Through the 10 commissioned contributions, which connect academic analyses with 
artist, activist and educational practices, TransActions #2 sets out to position the Irish context and this partnership within 
broader international discourse and practice. 

Many of the contributions speak (either explicitly or implicitly) to what Kevin Ryan describes as the neoliberal game of 
enterprise and innovation, which suspiciously holds open the door for those working to enact social change. In the face 
of the quest for order, which manifests through classification, categorisation and ultimately the disciplining of everything, 
Ryan presents the challenge for the artist/activist/educator as one of creating new forms of knowledge, which can breed 
ambivalence long enough to allow other imaginable ways of existing to flourish. If we know that creativity and the arts are 
being appropriated, how can we find new ways to act? Gregory Sholette’s contribution could serve as the start of an answer 
to this challenge, taking solace in the recent mass mobilisations of diverse groups of people in varying geographic contexts. 
As we are witnessing the current firm grip of neoliberalism on our practices and infrastructures in the form of credentialisation, 
Sholette points out, we are now “faced with the real need to re-think the institution, as well as the academy, and also even the 
art world itself”. Taking down disciplinary barricades will be part of the long-term strategy to form alliances and agencies with 
others at a time when capitalism is becoming destablised. 

Fiona Woods, Lars Ebert and Katherine Atkinson’s texts engage directly with the institution and the curriculum that greets 
students drawn to studying the field of socially-engaged art. Woods outlines the curriculum she has developed for students 
based on analysis of some of the foundational critical impulses of the field of practice, while Ebert and Atkinson outline a 
European module which sets out to tap into the existing potential of higher education and knowledge produced in many 
participatory and collaborative projects across Europe “that are engaging the public as active agents in their work”. The intent 
of both interventions into formal educational curricula is to equip students with tools and critical registers appropriate for their 
practices. 

Holding Connell Vaughan’s note of caution on the very framing of ‘engagement’ and the “façade of measurability” that 
accompanies it, we move to open up a range of practices with young people: Jennie Guy presents an alternative to the 
existing art curriculum for youth in our country’s schools based on an immersion in contemporary art practice, while Ciaran 
Smyth outlines an enquiry that brought the tacit arts-based pedagogy within the informal education context of a city youth 
service from the “domain of experience” to the “domain of explanation”. In an interview with Allison Peters Quinn, artists 
Jim Duignan and Rachel Harper outline a Chicago-based pedagogical platform titled Public School, which examines where 
“learning is actually happening in this city and who gets to determine what we should know”, while Helen Carey takes us 
further afield to an Ethiopian prison to pose questions for knowledge generation that emerges in the act of making art in highly 
controlled conditions. 

An individual reader’s experience of the texts and the terrain brought alive in the publication will depend on the order in 
which they are read and the knowledge and experience with which they bring to the act of reading. In late 2017 we will host 
a seminar which will further examine the questions on pedagogy and knowledge production explored here while bringing 
forward additional voices to converse on such complex issues.

Fiona Whelan, Joint Coordinator/Lecturer MA Socially Engaged Art + Further Education, NCAD
Dr. Ailbhe Murphy, Director, Create
Helen Carey, Director, Fire Station Artists’ Studios

Endnotes
1 www.creativetime.org/summit/presentations

2  Fiona Whelan and Dr. Glenn Loughran, TransActions #1 - a tale of two cities, TransActions #1, 2015.
Image: Liz Smith, artist and student MA SEA + FE, NCAD 2015-17
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The sociological imagination is sometimes characterised as ‘making the familiar strange’, or, as Harold Garfinkle put 
it half a century ago, the sociologist endeavours to find ways either to become a “stranger to the ‘life as usual’ character 
of everyday scenes, or become estranged from them”.1 To embark on such a process of inquiry is to seek to distance 
oneself from the patterns of thought that have sedimented in social consciousness and cultural practices. But why might 
we want to engage in this type of labour? This is the sort of question that engenders squabbles along the lines of 
‘detached’ scholarship versus ‘engaged’ social science, so let me direct this line of questioning specifically at the latter 
with the aim of moving towards a thorny issue. Making the familiar strange clears the way for a process of re-perception 
and re-description, thereby bringing imagination and creativity into play, and it is here – at the threshold of what is and 
what might be – that the connection is made to social and political struggle. This relation between critical thought and 
transformative action is often framed by the notion of resistance, as though anticipating confrontation with a mode of 
power that takes the form of an iron fist or a brick wall. But what happens when the resistant subject confronts a welcome 
sign with the message: come hither, we’ve been expecting you? 2 This is the dilemma now facing artists and activists 
hoping to enact change: creativity is on the brink – ushered towards an open door that draws it into the neoliberal game of 
enterprise and innovation. In what follows I approach this situation via the past, moving towards the precipice in four steps.

1. Someone who is masterful at making the familiar strange is Zygmunt Bauman, exemplified by the allegorical framing 
of power/knowledge in his book Modernity and Ambivalence.3 Here the modern “quest for order” is presented a story 
that combines two metaphors: a bureaucratic monster that takes the form of a “commodious filing cabinet”, and a type 
of horticulture built into the fabric of the “gardening state”. This is Bauman’s way of examining how the power/knowledge 
nexus is made practical and technical through the relentless drive to categorise and classify the world and everything 
it contains – to carve nature (including human nature) at its joints, thereby ensuring that everything is in its proper 
place, known by its proper name and subject to the proper authority. Hiding in the shadows of scientific objectivity and 
bureaucratic impartiality however is the horticultural decision – selecting those things which are useful, valuable and 
thus to be multiplied and cultivated. Everything else is analogous to weeds – targeted for waste management and waste 
disposal. As a vision of mastery, the quest for order was doomed to fail from the start, not because of a lack of will or 
determination, but because the world in its infinite plurality cannot be contained by the commodious filing cabinet; there 
are cases that belong to more than one category, while other cases exceed all categories, including the category of waste. 
Hence the notion of ambivalence, which within the frame of Bauman’s analysis exhibits an undecidable quality born 
from the quest for order itself. Order and ambivalence form a mutually-constitutive relation: as the quest for order gains 
momentum and becomes ever more determined to conquer ambivalence, so the edifice of power/knowledge must sprout 
new branches of knowledge, which generates more ambivalence, thereby necessitating further branching with more 
finely-calibrated categories. The result is that the edifice is forever chasing the unruly excess produced by the ordering 
process itself. 

2. Viewed from the margins, the quest for order reads like a process of conquest and colonisation that forecloses 
upon other imaginable ways of being-in-the-world. Harnessed to disciplinary technologies and biopolitical strategies, it 
becomes a procrustean insistence on uniformity and conformity, refusing to acknowledge (or failing to register) that this 
insistence is itself the engine that produces ambivalence. To cut to the chase: the quest for order endures only because its 
managers and technicians are blinkered and thus blind to the simple fact that change remains an irrepressible possibility, 
and this is precisely because the unthought is thinkable (i.e. imaginable). 

In the hands of post-structuralist thinkers,4 Bauman’s ambivalence becomes the weapon of choice used to engage 
in immanent critique. Otherwise put, post-structuralism embraces the unruly excess that exceeds the will to knowledge,5 
using this to reactivate the contingency and contestability of knowledge that has acquired the status of truth. This has also 
long served as a bridge between critical theory and artistic practice, and has proven to be an effective way of becoming 
“estranged” from the familiar in that it disrupts and disturbs “the true”,6 thereby opening out spaces for alterity to take 
root. However, this is arguably no longer the radical method it once was, in that its efficacy is derived from encounters 
with pretentions of completeness and mastery. Let me try to clarify this point: the modern quest for order has been 
thoroughly overhauled, and the unruly surplus that Bauman calls ambivalence is now harnessed to the neoliberal game 
of innovation and enterprise. The question of how we have arrived at this situation has been tackled by others, and not 
without disagreement,7 but here I want to focus on the extent to which creativity is being appropriated while the terrain 
associated with the arts is simultaneously being occupied. One manifestation of this can be seen in the various attempts 
at state and supra-state level to leverage “the creative and cultural industries” so that art is poised to become yet another 
chapter in the history of enclosures.8 But this moves in the opposite direction too, extending outwards from the figure 
of the artist so that everyone is enjoined to model themselves on the artist-as-entrepreneur, or, as argued by Gregory 
Sholette: 

…enterprise culture requires a kind of enforced creativity that is imposed on all 
forms of labour. Workers, whose livelihoods have been made increasingly precarious 
by the collapse of the traditional social welfare state, are expected to be forever ready 
to retrain themselves at their own expense (or their own debt), to labour continuously 
even when at home or on vacation, and finally, they are expected to be constantly 
creative, to think like an artist: ‘outside the box’.9 

To take this one step further is to suggest that the artist-as-entrepreneur has become the principle mode of 
subjectification in the context of enterprise culture. By way of considering what is at stake here I want to look at an 
example of how enterprise is encroaching on the field of engaged art. 

Socially-Engaged Art
& Social Enterprise:
Creativity on the Brink…
DR. Kevin Ryan, School of Political Science & Sociology, NUIG
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3. The above quote from Sholette is from his book Dark Matter, and in the context of these remarks on enterprise culture 
he refers briefly to someone who claims to be “a leading authority on innovation and creativity”: Charles Leadbeater.10 
Leadbeater is an advocate of social enterprise, and in 2010 – supported by technology giant Cisco Systems – he co-
authored a report with Annika Wong titled Learning from the Extremes.11 By ‘extremes’ they mean the most impoverished 
regions of the planet, among them the favelas of Belo Horizonte in Brazil, the Kibera slum in Nairobi and the slums around 
New Delhi in India. It is in these places that radical innovations in education are apparently thriving, and Leadbeater and 
Wong are of the view that the Global North has much to learn from these “renegades, mavericks, and outsiders working 
in the margins”.12

The rhetorical structure of the report is supported by the emotionally-charged theme of ‘hope’. Part one, titled ‘How to 
Spell “Hope”’, opens with the story of a teenage girl living in the slums of New Delhi, whose life took a different trajectory 
after she encountered unattended computers installed by the Hole in the Wall project, an experiment in Minimally Invasive 
Education pioneered by Sugata Mitra, Professor of Education Technology at Newcastle University.13 For Leadbeater and 
Wong, this serves as the baseline for their argument: “education plus technology equals hope because it makes learning 
attractive and playful”.14 This statement reappears at the end of the report in an altered form15 – presented as a quasi-
scientific formula that mimics the often-fallacious assumption that facts obtained from detached and impartial research 
are untainted by values: 

Education + Technology = Hope

The report is thus bookended by ‘hope’. It opens with the touching story of a life-changing experience, and closes by 
suggesting that hope should be available to all – and who would wish to disagree. Yet what exactly does ‘hope’ represent 
here? The answer to this question can be seen in a second equation that expands on the one above: 

Technology + Social Entrepreneurs = New Ways to Learn = Hope Made Good

Learning from the Extremes is a normative vision masquerading as social-scientific research. Sponsored by commercial 
interests (Cisco Systems), it shares with philanthrocapitalism16 the unshakable assumption that there is nothing wrong in 
the world that cannot be fixed by the entrepreneurial attitude – that innovation can be a progressively “disruptive” force, 
and thus the solution to poverty and inequality is to “unleash a wave of entrepreneurship in education”.17 For Leadbeater 
and Wong, the renegades and mavericks working in the margins are shaping the future through “disruptive innovation”, 
and perhaps they are, but is the lens of social enterprise the only way to interpret these experiments?18 Many of the 
practices documented in Learning from the Extremes use dance, music and games as the basis of collaborative and peer-
to-peer teaching and learning. The Centre for Popular and Cultural Development19 in Brazil, for example, established 
by Tião Rocha in 1984, uses a recipe for soap, so that children can experience the connection between learning and 
creativity. In the Indian city of Pune, the Door Step School,20 founded by Rajani Paranjpe and Bina Lashkari in 1989, uses 
a bus as a “school on wheels” to bring education to children who have no access to schools. A slight shift in perspective 
might suggest a gestalt quality to this constellation of practices, which can also be viewed through the lens of socially-
engaged art.21 Is there a difference then between social enterprise and socially-engaged art? Leadbeater and Wong use 
‘creativity’ and ‘innovation’ interchangeably, but this is by no means an innocuous move. Learning from the Extremes is 
but one example of how creative practice can be appropriated by the language of enterprise and innovation, but more 
important is how this responds to inequality and human suffering while leaving the standing conditions intact. Social 
enterprise is posited as the solution to poverty and inequality, because by harnessing imagination to practical solutions, it 
surpasses unobtainable ideals such as universal social rights and distributive justice. To frame this as ‘hope’ is like saying 
the best we can do is to make life as tolerable as possible knowing that things will never really change. In short, social 
enterprise is a form of capitulation whereby Band-Aid solutions are presented as a radically progressive vision of the 
future. The message presented in Learning from the Extremes is like an exercise in redaction, and what is redacted is this: 

Social Enterprise = Mitigation (Transformation)

4. In a situation where the artist-as-entrepreneur becomes the principle mode of subjectification, then all of us, and not 
just artists, face a stark choice: embrace the game of enterprise and compete for a share of the spoils – and maybe hope 
to do a little good along the way through charitable acts of giving and helping – or find ways to live differently. The problem 
is how to act, as there is no outside to enterprise culture, no external vantage point from where resistance might be staged 
or a stance of refusal adopted. Insofar as it is possible to speak of an outside, this is already on the inside, in the realm 
of the imaginable. But herein lies the challenge, because this is also what powers enterprise culture. Creativity is on the 
brink of being caged by the logic of enterprise and innovation. The question that follows is whether this matters. If it does 
matter, then what can be done to engage critically while also decoupling socially-engaged art from the logic of enterprise? 

Notes
1.  Harold Garfinkle, Studies in Ethnomethodology (Cambridge: Polity, 1987/1967), 37.

2.  I am thinking of Louis Althusser’s theory of ‘interpellation’ as I write this, from his essay ‘Ideology 

 and Ideological State Apparatuses’: Louis Althusser, Lenin and Philosophy and Other Essays (New York: Monthly Review  

 Press, 1971), 127–186.

3.  Zygmunt Bauman, Modernity and Ambivalence (New York: Cornell University Press, 1991).

4.  This is a troublesome label given that it encompasses such a diverse body of theoretical and analytical approaches,  

 and I use it here without attributing it to any one thinker in particular. For a succinct overview of  

 key characteristics and the extent to which post-structuralism has become largely synonymous with critical  

 theory per se, see Grant H. Kester, The One and the Many (Durham and London: Duke University Press, 2011), 54–55. 

5.  This phrase is borrowed from Michel Foucault, The History of Sexuality, vol. 1 (New York: Pantheon, 1978), 12.

6.  Michel Foucault, ‘The Order of Discourse’, in ed. Robert J.C. Young, Untying the Text: A Post-Structuralist Reader  

 (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1981), 51–78.

7.  See: Luc Boltanski and Eve Chiapello, The New Spirit of Capitalism (London and New York: Verso, 2005);  

 Pierre Dardot and Christian Laval, The New Way of the World: On Neoliberal Society (London and New York: Verso, 2013).

8.  See for example the European Creative Industries Alliance (www.eciaplatform.eu/about-ecia).

9.  Greg Sholette, Dark Matter: Art and Politics in the Age of Enterprise Culture (London & New York: Pluto Press, 2011), 7.

10.  The quote is from Leadbeater’s personal website (www.charlesleadbeater.net/about-me).

11.  Charles Leadbeater and Annika Wong, Learning from the Extremes  

 Cisco White Paper: Cisco Systems Inc. San Jose, California, 2010) (www.cisco.com).

12.  Learning from the Extremes, 4.

13.  Learning from the Extremes, 1.

14.  Learning from the Extremes, 1.

15.  Learning from the Extremes, 28.

16.  See ed. Gavin Fridall and Martijn Konings, Age of Icons: Exploring Philanthrocapitalism in the Contemporary World  

 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2013).

17.  The normative vision presented in Learning from the Extremes draws heavily on Clayton Christenson’s work  

 on “disruptive innovation”, which he describes as “a process by which a product or service takes root initially  

 in simple applications at the bottom of the market and then relentlessly moves up market, eventually displacing  

 established competitors” (www.claytonchristensen.com/key-concepts). 

18.  For a critical overview of the intersections between social enterprise, philanthrocapitalism and micro-finance,  

 see Linsey McGoey, ‘Philanthrocapitalism and its Critics’, Poetics, vol. 40 (2012), 185–199.

19.  Centre for Popular and Cultural Development (www.cpcd.org.br/historic0).

20.  Door Step School (www.doorstepschool.org/pune).

21.  I acknowledge that I have not spoken to the people mentioned to ask how they would characterise their own practice,  

 and this would be imperative before making strong claims or drawing firm conclusions, but the point I am trying to  

 make here concerns the power/knowledge nexus. Framing these practices as enterprise, and presenting this as an  

 unassailable statement of fact, is itself to exercise power over the field.
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INTERVIEW 
Dr. Gregory Sholette
Dr. Gregory Sholette, New York based artist, writer and activist is interviewed by Fiona 
Whelan, artist and joint Coordinator of the MA Socially-Engaged Art +Further Education 
at NCAD. Having met in 2016 at the Fire Station Summer School, Fiona and Gregory 
remained in email contact. In March 2017, Fiona sent four questions to Gregory to get his 
valuable insights into the state of socially-engaged art in 2017.

FW:  We know from social movement theory that often when a set of unruly actions coalesce and become 
bureaucratised, the movement may be en route to a period of decline, which will require another intervention to unsettle 
the existing paradigm and create further movement. One could be justified in identifying this cycle when looking at 
the community arts movement of the 1970s–1990s in the UK and Ireland. As we well and truly have an international 
movement of socially-engaged art practice (social practice) with associated funding streams, educational structures and 
awards, I was hoping you could you speak of the current politics of socially-engaged art as a movement in 2017 and your 
observations about the particular stage it is at in its existence or any impending turns you see on the horizon.

GS: The recent and remarkable mainstreaming of political dissent across the United States, 
as well as in other nations, is giving me an unexpected jolt of optimism, Fiona, how about you? 
Starting almost immediately in the aftermath of recent presidential elections here as well as Brexit 
in the UK, I have never seen this kind of mass mobilisation by a very wide cross-section of people, 
except for the enormous protests prior to the Iraq war in 2003 and the more recent climate change 
demos in 2014. I noticed here that the subways have been periodically flooded at certain times and 
locations with young people carrying handmade protest signs who looked like they decided that 
their first date (all possible genders and shades) should be a rally at Trump Tower or JFK. This 
situation of mainstreaming is getting so normalised that, the day before International Women’s 
Day, a bronze sculpture entitled Fearless Girl was installed facing, or perhaps more accurately, 
facing down the (in)famous Charging Bull statue on Wall Street that was illegally dropped there 
just after the 1987 stock market crash by an Italian artist. The bull was later adopted by the city. 
Fearless Girl is by artist Kristen Visbal, who was commissioned by McCann Erickson, a major 
corporate advertising agency that devised the memorable 1970s jingle “Coca-Cola: it’s the real 
thing”. The aim of the (so far) temporary bronze figure is said to be to promote workplace diversity 
and to encourage companies to recruit women to their boards, a sentiment reflected in the plaque 
attached to its base that reads “Know the power of women in leadership. SHE makes a difference.”1

Considering that the company who obtained the temporary permit to install the sculpture 
manages some $2.5 trillion in assets, we can see just how much desire there is to push back against 
current conservative ideologues, even from within the 1% sectors of the capitalist class itself. We 
also need to consider the timing of the intervention post US elections with all the political chaos and 
all-too-obvious resentment towards women, people of colour and immigrants. But, paradoxically, I 
think maybe we progressive artists have actually been granted a unique opportunity that if played 
right could mean avoiding the kind of legitimating assimilation that is typical of art world dissidents 
from Dada to some social practice artists. Simply because the ideology of the art world requires 
that it both reflect the current zeitgeist, but also be viewed as taking up a position a bit further to 
the left of establishment cultural institutions, this could be the ideal time to intervene with a more 
radical agenda, one that does not allow the rising popularity of socially-engaged art, and to some 
extent even activist art, to settle into a comfortable pattern. 

FW: I really look forward to your upcoming publication ART AS SOCIAL ACTION: An Introduction to the Principles & 
Practices of Teaching Social Practice Art. This publication certainly feels timely, in the context of the surge of postgraduate 
programmes over the last decade in the Western world in the field of socially-engaged and collaborative art practice. I 
believe you have six Masters programmes in the USA (one of which you teach on) and in Ireland, which is such a small 
country, we have three (one of which I teach on).2 For so long, practitioners engaging in this field found themselves 
isolated and on the margins of contemporary practice, so institutional and educational support is of course welcomed. 
That said, many of us can relate to Rick Lowe’s words at the Creative Time Summit in 2013 when he warned of the 
‘credential generation’. Speaking to one of the themes of TransActions #2, which considers the meta-level of knowledge 
production in the field and its relationship to curriculum, I’d like to ask you your thoughts and possible concerns regarding 
this move to the professionalisation and institutionalisation of the formation of artists connected to this form of practice. 

GS: Expert virtuosity, Paolo Virno explained years ago, became a virtual requirement of 
neoliberal capitalism and enterprise culture. It should come as no surprise therefore that there is a 
drive towards the credentialisation of such performativity. But, as you point out Fiona, similar types 
of art-making have been occurring within social practice for decades, but without the art world’s 
attention. This has led to frustration and even bitterness on the part of community-based artists. 
That said, these artists have often found themselves isolated out of choice. Many of the artists I 
have had contact with made no secret of their contempt for the art world, often for good reasons 
of course. And yet, one still has to ask just what the community-based artist wants from this very 
same art world that she or he so adamantly rejects. The reality is that a newer generation of very 
similar art practitioners have made their peace with the art establishment, at least to some degree, 
or in some instances have even welcomed them to the table, so to speak.

Surely this is due partly to the canonisation of Joseph Beuys, but also because of the frenzied 
success of relational aesthetics. But I suspect it also has to do with all of the critiques made by 
Kester, Kwon, Bishop and myself that too often community-based art is used by ultra-deregulated 
and privatised capitalist entities to plug the holes that it cut in the social safety net in order to be 
viable. That process of art serving capital, not unlike and also maybe not unrelated to gentrification, 
is now so commonplace that we seem to be witnessing its absorption into certain art projects, 
including Rick’s in Houston to some degree, but perhaps more visibly with Theaster Gates on 
Chicago’s south side or Marina Naprushkina with her Neue Nachbarschaft (New Neighborhood) 
“artificial institution” art project in the refugee-populated Moabit section of Berlin.3
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So, while we can bemoan this tendency because it seems to mollify the rebellious possibilities 
stemming from resentment and ill treatment by the state within certain populations, we are 
faced with the real need to rethink the institution, as well as the academy, and also even the art 
world itself.

But now, neoliberal capitalism, the force that has caused so much damage to society, is itself 
become destabilised, though with no clear or sustainable alternative in sight, making its collapse a 
potentially catastrophic event. The rise of nationalist capitalism has got to be taken very seriously 
by all cultural progressives, but especially by those involved in teaching or developing socially-
engaged art programmes and curricula. If a generation of dissident and resistant artist practitioners 
arises through such circumstances, then perhaps that is the real-world cost of being engaged in 
something called social practice art? I note here the work of Emma Mahony at NCAD in Dublin, who 
has written convincingly about not abandoning the university to neoliberal technocrats. Maybe you 
know her and her work? I am thinking of her text ‘Opening Interstitial Distances in the Neoliberal 
University and Art School’ from 2016.4

FW: Many years ago, early in my career, I met your old friend and colleague Tim Rollins during a research trip to the 
USA and engaged in a fascinating afternoon conversation with him about whether one has more power and influence 
inside or outside institutions of power. At the time we were speaking specifically about work with young people – as he 
had built an extensive practice engaging young people within the formal education system and I was working outside it. 
Alongside the multiplicity of third level programmes in socially-engaged art, there is, of course, any amount of alternative 
pedagogical platforms in the Global North and South operating in response to or opposition to formal structures. As you 
regularly reference the importance of your own teachers in your formation as an artist and activist, most notably Hans 
Haacke, I’d be interested in your thoughts on the political importance of occupying a position of influence on the formation 
of artists within the formal system or whether and how it matters where one is positioned.

GS: Hans Haacke at The Cooper Union, as well as Jean Pierre-Gorin at the University of 
California, San Diego, were both very important teachers to me, but other significant mentors did 
not have positions within academia, or if they did it was not in such high profile schools. They 
were also all women, including my first art instructor, the watercolorist Jeanne D. Burford from 
Pennsylvania, who is now in her 90s, sculptor and painter Charlotte Schatz from the community 
college I attended in the mid-1970s before moving to New York City, and the late union activist 
Sophie Saroff, who was 81 years of age when I met her in 1977, and who re-educated me about the 
labour history of the USA. There was also Lucy R. Lippard, who was both a colleague in Political Art 
Documentation/Distribution (PAD/D), but also someone who connected back to the 1960s and thus 
gave me insights into the way certain types of cultural resistance are reduplicated under different 
though similar historical circumstances, such as the present moment. Finally, there was Carol 
Duncan, a critical, feminist art historian whose writings inspired my own attempt to be a scholar of 
marginalised art practices, as well as an art practitioner.

My own teaching position is not so prestigious. Along with my amazing colleague, the artist 
Chloë Bass, and several remarkable students in the Social Practice Queens (SPQ) College CUNY 
MFA programme, we are attempting to develop a serious, social justice cultural initiative, despite 
the limited resources of an economically-challenged public university. Needless to say, decades 
of neoliberal defunding and privatisation have taken a toll on the system. And yet, this very week 
in fact, Fiona, we are launching a new, 24-credit Advanced Certificate in Critical Social Practice for 
people with existing graduate degrees who want to focus on a particular project within our network 
of assistance.5 Only time will tell us if this moves in the direction of expanding the broader goals 
of establishing a truly progressive art practice that will emanate outwards from our modest public 
educational programme located on the edge of both the mainstream art world and those influential 
high-profile US academic institutions you refer to in your question. 

FW: In a previous interview,6 when asked how you negotiate the different identities in your role as an artist, academic 
and activist, you posed your own question: for who does differentiating functions into neat categories really matter, and to 
what ends? Not wanting to overly differentiate or place a hierarchy on the various ways you act upon your thoughts and 
ideas – teaching, writing, making art, campaigning etc. – I would, however, be interested to hear you say more about the 
power structures that surround the different territories in which you position yourself and whether you believe that in the 
current political climate there is a particular space that has more room for radical thought, influence and action. 

GS: Few people admit to liking messiness. Cultural and academic institutions are especially 
repelled by disorder, at least outwardly, because, I would argue, museums, cultural establishments 
and universities derive a great deal of power from seemingly stabilising, categorising and containing 
what initially appears to be noise and disorder. Take the PAD/D archive that now resides within the 
Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) in New York. Though it sits boxed neatly in several file folders, the 
archive’s actual content is quite different from the manicured narrative of the formidable cultural 
institution it is housed within. Developed by the informally-structured 1980s group as a resource 
about socially and politically engaged art, the content of the collection – which consists of posters 
as well as many ephemeral flyers, letters, news-clippings, photos and so forth – ranges from 
overtly resistant material, to documents that focus on purely formalist avant-garde art projects. It’s 
a bit of a mess, in other words, but a very interesting one, and interesting precisely because of its 
heterogeneity. How does the MoMA benefit from this rambling archive of surplus artistic activity? 
For one thing, it allows the museum to claim a type of completeness, even if the MoMA would be 
hard-pressed to ever allow this internal archival disorder to be visible within its carefully-managed 
public galleries right alongside the selection of art displayed therein.

This is the paradox of the relationship between signal and noise: the former cannot be defined 
except in relation to the latter. And while the suppression of certain types of content is always 
part of the establishment’s ideological policing, of course along with managing particular classes, 
genders and ethnicities of people and groups, it is ultimately discipline itself that makes up the 
real objective of institutional power. So, while the question of who benefits from differentiating 
agency into specific functions or categories of identification is always a political one, engaging 
with its paradoxes is to my mind a more empowering form of resistance than setting up defensive 
barricades around oneself, no matter how marginalised or far removed from the mainstream one 
believes oneself to be positioned. At the end of the day, the market does not care. Granted, we 
are confronting a very different species of capitalism now and, provisionally speaking, so-called 
identity politics is going to prove very important tactically, though it absolutely must be understood 
I think to be an interim form of ontological resistance. And that is a real challenge, because so very 
often we find that getting rid of the old boss only really means getting used to a new one. 
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In socially-engaged art, several distinct critical impulses can be identified in the practices of artists. A genealogy of 
these impulses can be traced through many of the cultural practices that emerged in the modern period, all of which were 
responding in different ways to tensions generated by art’s contradictory politics as a practice at once autonomous and 
heteronomous. 

Theoretical debates framing socially-engaged practices, from community arts in the 1970s up to the present, have 
been characterised by an antagonism between ethical and aesthetic values. Arguments concerning instrumentalisation 
and the effects of art also play a role in shaping the choices and decisions that practitioners make. 

The internal complexity of the practice is set against a matrix of infrastructures and dynamics that constitute the 
social field. Devising critical tools with which to navigate this multi-layered complexity is an important part of the work. 
As a practitioner operating at the intersection of critical practices of art and education, I have developed a curriculum 
based on analysing some of the foundational critical impulses of the practice, to support students in the production of 
tools appropriate for their chosen approach. Presented here as a diagram, I will consider the implications of two strands 
in particular: art-into-life and counter-knowledges. 

********* 

Art’s contradictory politics of autonomy and heteronomy is evident in debates concerning the uneasy intersection 
of art and life, with origins in the philosophical discourse of aesthetics at the end of the eighteenth century. Deeply 
concerned with the matter of human freedom, Enlightenment philosophers perceived a conflict between the material 
and the sensuous natures of humans and our capacity for reason, with moral implications. If we are governed by our 
senses and appetites then we are not really making free, rational choices, they surmised. The idea that sensation and 
reason might be brought together harmoniously in the form of aesthetic judgement was first articulated by Alexander 
Baumgarten, laying the foundation of modern aesthetics.1 Kant further developed the idea of judgement as a human 
capacity, and aesthetic judgement as the means of bringing the sensible world within the scope of reason. 

Friedrich von Schiller took a different view. He challenged the jaundiced idea of the sensuous impulse in humans and 
argued for a transformation of the inner condition of the human by combining the “sensuous drive” and the “formal drive” 
in the living form of the “play-drive”.2 Feeling and reason, he argued, must be equally valued and educated to produce 
“an aesthetic disposition of the mind”.3 Through the cultivation of our aesthetic sensibility, we develop our capacity both 
for free thought and for loving the world, which has a liberating effect with moral, theoretical and political implications. 
The aesthetical state of mind, as Schiller described it, is the only point at which humans are free (not subordinated to any 
utilitarian aim).4

From a feminist perspective, this is a gendered idea of freedom, which does not take into account the meaningfulness 
of caring activities that provide sustenance both to the individual and to their society. There are also significant class 
critiques of this philosophical position, specifically that it was designed to mould the newly-emerging bourgeois subject. 
In spite of this original class bias, Terry Eagleton argues that the aesthetic obtains a radical power which lies in its ability 
to resolve a particular dilemma of bourgeois society: “its very atomizing individualism and competitiveness threatens to 
destroy the ideological solidarity necessary for its political reproduction”.5 Aesthetics calls for forms of judgement in which 
one brackets one’s own interests in the name of a common humanity, acting as a counterpoint to the social alienation 
inherent in the bourgeois social order. This, according to Eagleton, is the basis of aesthetics’ “utopian critique of the 
bourgeois social order”.6

Enlightenment philosophy marked out aesthetic experience as a space freed from domination, a space in which 
contradictory aspects of human existence might be unified in what Kant called the ‘free play’ of the faculties7 and what 
Schiller called the play-drive. This aesthetics has a politics, of course, which has been comprehensively interrogated by 
Jacques Rancière,8 drawing substantially on Schiller’s work, particularly in relation to art’s capacity to play a transformative 
role in the world. Rancière argues that around the time of the French Revolution an aesthetic revolution was also set in 
motion, as artists, writers and critics attempted to “reinterpret what makes art or what art makes”.9 These practices began 
to overturn the boundary which had previously defined art as separate from life; the aim of this revolution, as Rancière 
explains, was nothing less than to propose that life can be reformed as an art.10 

The conceptual framework for Rancière’s inquiry is what he calls “the distribution of the sensible”,11 a system of 
divisions that assigns parts, supplies meanings and defines the relationships between things in the common world, 
structuring the field of possible experience and expression.12 This distribution of the sensible creates a particular “regime 
of visibility”,13 which defines the nature of art, including the question of art’s relationship with or separation from life. 

Rancière describes the regime of visibility inaugurated by Enlightenment philosophy as the aesthetic regime of the 
arts.14 The “first manifesto” of this regime, he argues, was the work of Schiller, because it proposed an “aesthetic formula 
[that] ties art to non-art from the start”.15 In this account art is reinvigorated by being brought into contact with life, while 
life, it is thought, can be re-formed under the influence of aesthetic values. This binding together of art and non-art, 
according to Rancière, means that art can settle neither for being mere art nor mere life, resulting in three scenarios: “Art 
can become life. Life can become art. Art and life can exchange their properties”.16

Critical gaps:
a curriculum for
socially-engaged art
Fiona Woods, Artist and part-time lecturer MA SEA+FE, NCAD
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This creates a paradox: for art to be art, it must be more than art; it must carry a promise of impacting life. However, 
it is art’s distinction from the everyday that allows it to carry the promise of a new life, and therefore art can be the 
harbinger of a new life only to the extent that it is defined as distinct from life. The aesthetic regime therefore encapsulates 
a fundamental tension which is that art is art only in that it carries the promise of being more than art, and it carries that 
promise only to the extent that it distinguishes itself from life. In Rancière’s assessment, “aesthetic art promises a political 
accomplishment that it cannot satisfy, and thrives on the ambiguity”.17

In the field of socially-engaged art this matters enormously. The socially-engaged artist, by definition, sets out to make 
art. If Rancière’s analysis is correct, art’s vitality depends on its occupation of an ambiguous condition between autonomy 
and heteronomy – not-merely-art and not-quite-life. However, the kinds of social relations that can occur in this space are 
unclear and possibly not what they seem; in a practice constructed around ideas of relationality, this complicates issues 
of ethics and politics considerably. 

********* 

In 1913, when Marcel Duchamp placed a readymade urinal in a gallery, the act of framing/reframing was revealed as 
a key aesthetic operation and a critical tool of great significance. This relates to a second argument in Rancière’s analysis 
which is relevant here, namely that art is uniquely positioned to challenge regimes of visibility. The “re-framing of the real” 
is equivalent to a “framing of a dissensus”,18 a term which he uses to mean a ‘rupture’ between what we sense and how 
we make sense of it. 

The gap between what we sense and how we make sense of it is the crucial site for a struggle between ideology and 
criticality. Ideology seeks to bridge that gap in a way that conceals it entirely, guarding the internal structures of a given 
order from exposure to critique, the means by which to “produce the instruments, the elements of intelligibility, which 
would allow for an analysis and resolution”.19 The gap between what we sense and how we make sense of it is essential 
to the production of counter-knowledges. “The oppressors,” argued the radical educationalist Paulo Freire, “develop 
a series of methods precluding any presentation of the world as a problem and showing it rather as a fixed entity, as 
something given to which people as mere spectators must adapt”.20 As one of the main architects of critical pedagogy, 
Freire developed pedagogical methods to analyse the constructed nature of social inequality, particularly with those who 
bear the brunt of it. Freire reframed the classroom as a pre-figurative site for challenging the hierarchical power structures 
through which social injustice is perpetuated and proposed that knowledge is always a co-creation between people.21 The 
goal of critical pedagogy is not so much the education of a self as the collective reformulation of what can be seen, what 
can be thought and what can be said,22 in the interest of emancipation from dominant and limiting structures and norms. 
Education is a relational matter aligned with common rather than private interest. 

Socially-engaged art practices often draw on the pedagogical either directly, by creating alternative spaces of learning, 
or indirectly through exchanges of knowledge or the production of critical counter- knowledges. These practices often 
operate at what Stephen Wright has termed “1:1 Scale”;23 they are simultaneously what they purport to be (such as 
schools or social movements) and propositions of the same, rather than representations. This, in Wright’s assessment, 
moves them out of the paradigm of spectatorship, making it possible for them to elude the “ideological and institutional 
capture” implied by the ontology of ‘art’.24 Wright’s usership model proposes that artworks which appear as other kinds 
of social initiatives embody a meaning that is supplementary to the initiative itself, not evident on the surface, but existing 
as a kind of subterranean knowledge, a “double ontology”, as Wright describes it.25

To retain the category of art whilst simultaneously rejecting that category almost in its entirety, Wright’s theorising 
of ‘useful art’ sometimes engages in a conceptual acrobatics that has a whiff of mystification to it. A colleague recently 
wondered whether the whole problem could be sorted more easily by simply replacing the word art with the term 
craft: socially-engaged craft. However, Wright’s invocation of Marcel Duchamp’s “coefficient” of art – “an arithmetical 
relation between the unexpressed but intended and the unintentionally expressed”26 – suggests that ‘user art’ sits more 
comfortably in the tradition of institutional critique, an artistic strategy that attempts to reform (rather than do away with) 
the institution of art by making visible the historically and socially-specific conditions of its boundaries. 

Any practice which understands itself as ‘art’ cannot shake off entirely its complicity with the system of commodity 
production inherent in the category of art, nor its connection to the problematic fact of representation. A strong argument 
for retaining the artificiality suggested by the term ‘art’ over the term craft in the area of socially-engaged practice arises 
from a need to guard against mistaking the performance of desirable social relations for the reality which it attempts to pre-
figure. Social inequalities are often made visible through a clash of conflicting realities, and to theorise those inequalities 
was seen by Freire as the greatest opportunity for self-emancipation.27 Performing the equitable social relations so 
lacking in the life-world is not necessarily a basis for developing “the instruments [and] elements of intelligibility”, which 
Balibar sees as the essence of critique.28

Art which looks political may not be the work most likely to create a rupture in the regime of the visible, according to 
Rancière.29 While socially-engaged art borrows from education and from activism, ultimately it is neither. Its status as a 
critical practice with pedagogical aspects rests on its capacity to render intelligible matters which may be concealed in the 
gap between what we sense and how we make sense of it. 
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My practice is based on independent curatorial research and action. It is an unwieldy, nomadic portal, aligning itself 
with temporary funding structures and institutional allies. It has felt this way from the first projects I explored through my 
practice as an artist – experimenting with off-site events focused on loosely-formed exhibitions-as-happenings coupled with 
periodic injections of hospitality – to my current wrestling match managing a curatorial framework that critically engages 
with the field of art in education. Throughout this shift, I have tried to maintain a circuit of reflection and observation that 
is focused equally on myself and on the subjects that I encounter – never allowing the context of the projects to lead me 
towards a generalised format. 

I founded the curatorial platform Art School in 2014. It focuses on establishing new interfaces between contemporary 
art and sites of education. Art School is invested in a longer-term enquiry into pedagogical shifts in education through the 
means of art. It takes place as a series of independent projects, exhibitions, workshop and residency programmes, bringing 
contemporary artists into educational systems to inspire and expand their teachings. I work alongside strong artists with 
challenging practices, unpacking their active research and work in primary and secondary school environments. The 
students who are involved are not merely the audience: they are collaborators in these projects. This is important, as 
they are society’s future critical thinkers, but are rarely (if ever) given an opportunity to take part in art projects through 
more than a tokenistic form of engagement or participation, or with strict conformity to a curriculum. Art School operates 
through the territory of a gap, of an inertia, and because of a lack of opportunity for students to see and engage with 
contemporary art. These are things that the Arts in Education Charter, the National Arts in Education Portal and, more 
recently, Creative Ireland, are also trying to address.1 Art School operates both at the forefront and the periphery of this 
host of higher-level actions. It is sited now, within a crisis, not as a temporary Band-Aid for a fractured art curriculum, but 
as a means of curating art actively in times of social and societal flux.

This year, I was presented with the challenge of reframing Art School within a formal exhibition space, a challenge 
which manifested in the exhibition It’s Very New School.2 I want to use this text to consider the ways in which this 
temporary shift back into the gallery – and back into a more conventional exhibition format – sits alongside a trajectory of 
more dispersed projects. The exhibition drew significant public and media attention, even though the residencies formed 
the larger body of work. I suppose this is the nature of exhibitions in general. This approach might form a convenient 
parallel for other independent practitioners whose projects stray in and out of various institutions and production contexts, 
particularly in relation to themes that explore contemporary artistic practice and educational reform.

Before I go any further, I need to confess that I am suspicious. Things that function well on the surface always draw 
my attention, as if there will inevitably turn out to be a particularly interesting crack in what otherwise appears to be a 
uniform surface. The term ‘arts in education’ provokes my curiosity in this way; I am drawn to the field not only because 
of my interest in direct engagement, but also because of this speculative, obsessive curiosity. There is a tension that is 
produced as I try to determine how to mobilise this curiosity, as Art School gains momentum.  

One of the benefits of working independently through Art School is that there is freedom to balance critical perspective 
with institutional support, and to comfortably observe the relationship between the sustainability of larger-scale, integrated 
arts-in-education initiatives and the precision of smaller-scale projects that respond clearly to the dynamics of their site, 
context and audience. Working to articulate this relationship occurs alongside other project work, particularly as there is 
often a pressure to consider how the instincts of these smaller projects might migrate up the ladder into conversations 
about how art in education programmes might impact more general curriculum reform. In discussions about the workshop 
and residency projects that I have curated through Art School, I feel pressured to come up with one-liners about exactly 
what it is that I am trying to do through this project in order to support this optimism and shift of scale. If I was cornered 
and had to put all of my ambitions for the project into one short phrase, I might say: it’s about symbiosis; I want artists to 
be able to effortlessly pass through schools and leave a clear trace amongst the students. Equally, I want artists to take 
something from the school back out into their world.

Strangely this phrase concerning the relationship between artists and students resonates with my ambition for the 
exhibition It’s Very New School. For this exhibition I invited seven artists: John Beattie, Sarah Browne, Ella de Búrca, 
Priscila Fernandes, Mark O’Kelly, Maria McKinney and Sarah Pierce. Each artist approached the exhibition’s premise (to 
explore how art can impact education) from their own perspective and through the specifics of their own practice. Some 
of the pieces in the exhibition emerged from longer-term artist residencies that I had been working on with the artists in 
different schools, while others were generated within the confines of It’s Very New School.3 The strength of the works 
(outside of their own integrity, exhibited in the cube), is that they illustrated paths that the artists were exploring outside 
of the exhibition, in other dimensions of their own practice. I want to illustrate this through an anecdote from working with 
one of the artists in the show.  

How People Come
Up with Ideas
Jennie Guy, Artist, Writer and Independent Curator

Image: It’s Very New School curated by Jennie Guy at Rua Red. 2017. Installation documentation. The image shows The Student 

Body by Maria McKinney, Image of the Self with and Amongst Others by Mark O’Kelley, How to Swim on Dry Land by Sarah Browne, 

and Ode to the Square by Sarah Pierce. 

Photo by Louis Haugh.
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I established a residency for Sarah Browne from November through December 2016 at Killinarden Community School in South Dublin County, 
working with fifth-year art students and their teacher.  Sarah developed a project called How to Swim on Dry Land, which took its title from images 
depicting a group of young children trying to learn how to swim without being immersed in water. Sarah was exploding the idea of learning itself – 
demonstrating that it isn’t just a given transmission of knowledge from one source to another. At the same time, she reinforced the idea that artists 
can exert a significant voice in society by creating works that expose these intrinsic questions. The students responded to Sarah’s impulses, and 
together they produced a series of short poems discussing what they wanted to learn, as well as what they wanted to unlearn. Even within the first 
session, Sarah and the students produced the following list of what they want to learn:

How art was when everyone was poor
How people come up with ideas
How people exist
About travelling in different countries
About schooling abroad
About musical instruments
What gave people the idea
How to use my brain
How to cook
How to knit
How to achieve all goals
How to be nicer
How to get out of the world 4

They also produced a list of the things that they wanted to unlearn:

Being judgmental and commenting on other people
Panic attacks
How to use any social media
That food is made from animals
That people die for no reason 5

These open phrases compelled Sarah’s project forward: from poems, they evolved into the two-channel video installation exhibited at Rua 
Red. The video material rotates through scenes of the students enacting gestures derived from the poems. This alternates with close pans of the 
colourful court markings on the floor of the school gymnasium, all propelled by recordings of the students reading the poems. The two screens are 
set in a corner, so that the synchronised edits immerse the viewer’s peripheral vision. The work documents the process of the artist’s collaborative 
work with the students, but also emerges as a concise project with its own insularity and integrity.

One day during the residency, Sarah and I were driving out to the school and talking about how the work was going. Sarah suddenly mentioned 
that she had recently performed a noble call for a play called Capitalism: The Musical.6 She had decided to read out the students’ text about things 
to learn and unlearn.

This wasn’t the first time that an artist that I was working with in Art School had communicated that some part of the exchange that took place 
through their residency had become a part of their work outside of the school. I imagine Sarah reading the lines in front of an audience of strangers, 
the words of these young students from Killinarden appearing so directly in this entirely unknown context. It’s about getting people to see and 
experience art.

Installing Sarah’s video installation and the six other artists’ works in the exhibition at Rua Red opens this conversation up to yet another 
audience. I think of how to conceptually minimise the separation between what happens in the gallery, in the school residencies and in the ways 
that these collaborations manifest in the artists’ practices outside of our time together. I try to conceive of the evolution of the works less through 
oppositions, such as product versus process; instead I consider all of these divergent outcomes (for the artists, for the students and for the schools) 
as equivalent trajectories. Situating works within the gallery at Rua Red does not represent an attempt to contain them – it merely suggests a 
meeting point from which different trajectories emerge.  

Everyone who has been involved – the artists, the students and the projects’ more expanded communities –  can see each other face to face 
here, standing still for a moment before we move off again along our individual paths.

This is how people come up with ideas.
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 worked with Our Lady’s School in Terenure, supported by South Dublin County Council. Sarah Pierce worked with Blessington Community  

 College in Wicklow, supported by Wicklow County Arts Office. John Beattie and Ella de Búrca worked with Dublin 7 Educate Together  

 National School, supported by the Grangegorman Development Agency through …the lives we live public art commission.  

4 The list of things to learn and unlearn was generated in artist Sarah Browne’s first workshop with the students at Killinarden  

 Community School and used to develop a series of poems and the video exhibited in the main gallery. Art teacher: Sarah Edmonsdson.  

 Students: Daiana Belciug, Courtney Boylan, Jamie Byrne, Jade Carkey, Brittany Daly, Rachel Deegan, Orla Dent, Leanne Gallagher,  

 Katie Guerrine, Kelly Healy, Karl Jones, Reece Kinsella, Shane Lee, Meagan Nibbs, Megan O’Keefe, Chloe Russell, Nikki Sullivan and  

 Chloe Tynan. 

5 Ibid.

6 Capitalism: The Musical was written and directed by Deirdre Murphy and performed at the Back Loft, Dublin (November 2016).

Links
Art School project summary: www.jennieguy.com/art-school

Art School YouTube channel: Jennie Guy

It’s Very New School exhibition details: www.ruared.ie

Jennie Guy: www.jennieguy.com

Sarah Browne: www.sarahbrowne.info

Artists’ exercises resource: www.artistsexercises.org

Image: Sarah Browne with students from Killinarden Community School, How to Swim on Dry Land, 2017. 2 channel HD video, 3-minute loop. Poem by Daiana 

Belcing and Kelly Healy. Installation documentation in the exhibition It’s Very New School curated by Jennie Guy at Rua Red. 

Photo by Louis Haugh.
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This project took place in Arba Minch Prison, in Southern Ethiopia. What is explored and reflected upon in this 
essay is the way in which the project unfolded, and what questions arise for knowledge generation. Sharing the value 
of intercultural exchange through the act of making art, as well as the impact of different approaches to teaching and 
education, in informal in-the-field settings, are activities that generate value; however, the nature of that value remains 
hard to analyse. 

Ethiopia is seen as having the potential to be a key site in Africa for the rest of the world: the African Union is based 
there, along with the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and a substantial diplomatic presence. A high-speed railway was 
recently built to allow the trading bottleneck of Djibouti to be bypassed, so that goods may more easily enter Africa. The 
hope that Ethiopia represents is the latest in an attempt to decide the best way for the West to work with Africa in trading, 
market and diplomatic terms. This concerns food and technological capacity building in Africa, which the West regards as 
monolith, just as much as African nations view the West as a block. Ethiopia is also one of the oldest Christian countries 
in Africa, and apart from the brief five-year Italian invasion during World War II, Ethiopia has never been colonised. It has 
a complex recent history, however, with the Communist Derg and royal dynasties that have ruled since the Abyssinian era.

In 2014, the Department of Foreign Affairs in Ireland, through the Ambassador in Ethiopia, Aidan O’Hara, expressed 
an interest in developing an artist residency, specifically for a painter, in the Irish Embassy in Addis Ababa. This interest 
is part of the effort to demonstrably embed an acquaintance with the culture of Ethiopia into how Ireland approaches the 
country. Reciprocally, Irish people would be introduced to Ethiopia, symbolically, through an Irish artist. This project was 
developed by Ambassador O’Hara and myself, then Director of Limerick City Gallery of Art and formerly Director at the 
Centre Culturel Irlandais, Paris, which was the platform for creating this link between Ireland’s contemporary art world 
and its diplomatic missions. 

One of the more specific outputs was that the Irish Embassy would display a painting in the Irish Ambassador’s 
residence by the resident Irish artist. This is where many visits and discussions aimed at furthering the relations between 
Ireland and Ethiopia take place. The work on the walls would be a powerful statement of connection in diplomatic and 
cultural terms. Ambassador O’Hara has a strong understanding of how contemporary art functions in cultural diplomacy 
terms and agreed that a rigorous selection procedure was necessary. Thus, myself and Mark O’Kelly of Limerick School 
of Art and Design (LSAD) set about selecting an artist. We established the parameters of the residency as a field trip or 
information-gathering exercise rather than a supported visual arts residency. The parameters also included an established 
painting practice and a clear interest in other cultures. A shortlist was compiled and Ramon Kassam was selected as the 
first artist.

Building on this first successful trip, Rory Prout, another Limerick painter, was invited to travel to Ethiopia in 2015. 
One of the field trips he undertook as part of this residency was to Arba Minch Prison in southern Ethiopia, at the 
invitation of Paddy Moran, a Spiritan Father (formerly Holy Ghost Order). Rory was based in a substantial compound/
mission dedicated to the progression of education opportunities and infrastructure throughout Ethiopia, which comprises 
a series of small bungalows, in the city of Arba Minch. This mission also accommodates agriculture and food projects 
from universities and development programmes. Rory was invited to host an art workshop inside the prison in one of the 
classrooms built by the Spiritans. The response to the art project by the prisoners and the prison authorities was very 
positive, with strong engagement by the male prisoners. Rory Prout, an LSAD graduate, used these sessions to begin a 
series of formal, rules-based training sessions in the management of paint, canvas, tools and rudimentary approaches 
that set the tone of the workshops. A second series of workshops then took place in which Rory was joined by painter John 
Galvin, curator and artist Noelle Collins, photographer and painter Isabella Walsh, painter David O’Kane (who was also 
awarded the residency in 2015) and Limerick-based ceramicist Mary Conroy. Isabella Walsh filmed and took photographs 
as often as was possible. I joined this group as a curator during the third and final workshop series, to imagine and think 
through what the workshop represented and might develop into in exhibition terms.

With any approach to Africa, the politics of colonisation and power are always present. The potential for disruption 
and antagonism must also be allowed for, as well as the unrest in present day in Ethiopia, where the political scene 
remains volatile. The matrix of food-science projects, alongside broadband schemes and enterprise, introduced another 
layer of complexity into relationships with Africa generally and Ethiopia specifically. Another element of this art project 
was volunteerism. No fees were paid to the tutors, but expenses were covered. This was an important factor in the 
exchange. No contract of labour existed but there was an implied teacher/student and master/apprentice relationship, 
introducing a hierarchy that was primarily about knowledge, but was troubled by the issues surrounding voluntary activity 
and incarceration, as well as the wider educational context.

Further complexity lay in the relationship between prisoner and service provider. In the Arba Minch prison, the 
deprivation of liberty – rather than a punishment system – characterises the prison ethos. Guarding and control is tacitly 
conceded but there are armed guards and punishments for infractions. What these possible infractions might be is not 
disclosed.

Arba Minch Art Project: 
the evolution of an 
art education project
Helen Carey, Director, Fire Station Artists’ Studio and Independent Curator
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In the first workshops, Rory set the structure: morning and afternoon sessions which followed lesson plans. This 
worked alongside the prison schedule for meals and the type of curfew attached to end-of-day routines regarding visitors 
and workers. The participating prisoners were drawn from the main group of male prisoners. Their offences, sentences 
and personal details were confidential. Candidates were invited or selected by the prison authorities and prisoner 
representatives, sometimes according to their performances within the prison. Because of this, and because some key 
participants would go on to the more advanced class, or to occupy positions of responsibility such as librarian or prisoner 
president, the place of the art workshop was considered prestigious – something close to an award. The prison authorities 
agreed to enable the art workshop as a result of the advocacy of the Spiritan Fathers and the role of the Irish authorities 
in vouching for the project personnel, but it is clear that the concept of learning a skill or making an object for sale, along 
with the nature of the art activities as an enriched energy channel, was broadly accepted. At no point was the workshop 
seen as potentially subversive. At no point was the material censored or subject matter suggested, but the parameters 
of the teaching were clearly reassuring for the authorities. The project was not seen as disruptive in a potentially volatile 
environment and the outcomes were related to wellbeing, skills-building and market exchange. 

The approach Rory Prout took, which underpinned how he organised the team generally, was engagement in teacher/
student sessions set up as conventional classroom scenarios: the teacher demonstrated, the students learned. In the 
context of the painting tradition in Ethiopia, there is no canon of key artistic shifts; rather there is materiality – object, 
function, heritage, people, tribe, climate – which reflects African art more generally. However, painting with oils, drawing 
with pencils or erasing and re-painting are all tropes of Western education, so Rory’s painting teaching had a very 
Western character. The workshop was a well-ordered space, resembling a Western classroom with Western ideas around 
storage and preparation. There was a great sense of exploration in the formal transfer of knowledge from teacher to pupil, 
albeit with limitations and flaws of communication and understanding. However, what Rory and his team recognised was a 
growing confidence with the mastery of the rules, including perspective and drawing technique. This introduced a curiosity 
and focus that meant the next steps would have to move into intention and choice. Knowledge of indigenous interests 
and building local networks were therefore imperative. A move to engage the local technical college in seeing about 
accreditation or an introduction to art school in Addis Ababa for some proficient participants who would be released soon 
were mooted. What was clear, however, was that the outcomes of the painting classes had potential market currency: 
prisoners sold their paintings and participation in the classes held social currency within the prison society. 

A contrast in methodology was evident in the ceramics class led by Irish ceramicist Mary Conroy: instead of a teacher/
student scenario, a clear peer-to-peer training process emerged, where traditional methods used in Ethiopian ceramics 
were exchanged with Irish methods. What Conroy brought was an approach that included ceramics learning on both the 
part of the tutor and the students. It was a strand for women prisoners, who have fewer opportunities to engage in activities 
in the prison. The making of objects, especially kitchen utensils, is seen as women’s work and receives less recognition in 
society. This exchange of knowledge and methods drew on the activities of indigenous ceramicists in southern Ethiopia. 
Kiln management in the field, as well as the approach to decoration, was learnt through hiring a locally-based ceramicist. 
Conroy introduced notions of decoration and the traditional methods of the area were exchanged with her. The concept 
of drawing in advance proved very difficult for the Ethiopians, just as the very physical kneading of the clay was unusual 
for Conroy. This ceramics strand proved a very coherent learning exchange, with a naturally-integrated character and a 
promise of great deal of real skills-building. The prison authorities recognised that this might hold significant value for 
women prisoners.

In conclusion, what is important to emphasise is that the intention of the artists was to impart knowledge. It became 
clear that when formal knowledge is transmitted, it is laden with layers of information and is complex to unpack. Knowledge 
that emerges out of the exchange between mutually curious and engaged parties has a greater chance of including 
the indigenous and the foreign, forming a hybrid. This requires a greater level of analysis and it would be good if the 
parameters of an experiment of longer duration and clearly outlined stages could be developed. The painting project 
could be also benefit from further field work in order to lay foundations. This depends on the next stages, which are not 
yet clear or secured.

The Arba Minch project has not ended and it remains to be seen what the next steps will be. Contact has been 
made with the art school in Addis Ababa and it is hoped that some painters might visit the prison class. Staff from a 
commercial gallery in Addis Ababa will also visit the prison. An exhibition that shows something of the methodology and 
experience, with an accompanying symposium, is in the planning stages. This project is indeed a work in progress, like 
many initiatives of this type in Africa.

Image: Arba Minch Art Project, 2016.

Photography ©Isabella Walsh.
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Pedagogy is a school of thought and a weapon.

               Jim Duignan, Stockyard Institute, Chicago

In the early days of Vagabond Reviews, we were necessarily observing, talking and enacting 
Vagabond Reviews before we could say precisely what we do. During this time of self-constitution 
we were afforded a carefully-mediated introduction by arts and cultural manager Niall O’Baoill 
to the youth and community development networks of Rialto and the struggles of the day 
surrounding the urban regeneration process with Dublin City Council. Based in the southwest 
inner city, the Rialto Youth Project is one of Dublin’s longest established youth projects. Working 
closely with Fatima Groups United (FGU), they have harnessed arts and cultural practices 
since the 1980s as a means to articulate and make visible the community perspective. FGU 
is a community development organisation comprising elected representatives for a number of 
community-based initiatives in the area. When Vagabond Reviews began work in Fatima, FGU 
had been in protracted and intense negotiation for over a decade with the city council, planners, 
architects and private developers for an equitable regeneration of their area. 

As well as investing in significant arts education programmes for young people, FGU and 
the Rialto Youth Project spearheaded a number of significant arts-based events marking key 
moments of transition in the urban regeneration process. Specialising in large-scale street theatre 
events, they engaged hundreds of local residents over a decade-long process of infrastructural 
and social regeneration. In 2008, Vagabond Reviews and FGU began working together to 
formulate a collaborative, arts-based research initiative focused on securing and representing 
that rich history of arts and cultural practice in Rialto, while also maintaining a strategic focus on 
future provision for arts-based pedagogy for young people and adults in Rialto. Between 2009 
and 2011 we collaborated with FGU and Rialto Youth Project in an intensive project series.1 It 
was in this context that shared understandings and relations of trust were established with Rialto 
Youth Project, culminating in the formulation of the pedagogical enquiry described here. 

Arcade Project

As a mode of enquiry, the Arcade Project built on that collaborative experience of knowledge 
production and representation to co-elaborate an arts-based inquiry between Vagabond Reviews 
and the Rialto Youth Project. Expressed most recently in the form of a website, the Arcade 
Project has explored the shared pedagogical foundations underpinning the Rialto Youth Project’s 
arts-based approach to youth work.2 As a research process, the project has unfolded in three 
interlinked phases. Arcade 1 (2011–2012) set out to explore and describe the organisation’s 
core values and principles of practice. Arcade 2 (2011–2014) explored and described the shared 
pedagogical foundations underpinning the organisation’s arts-based approach to youth work. 
Most recently, Arcade 2.5 (2015–2016) extended the descriptive means established in the first 
two phases to encompass an overarching organisational (self)description.3

Since its foundation in the early 1980s, the Rialto Youth Project has accumulated an 
extraordinary embodied organisational know-how in arts-based approaches to youth work 
and community development. The Arcade Project has critically engaged with the challenge of 
transforming that embodied knowledge (know how) into explanation (say how). 

Know How into Say How

… if we reflect upon our experience as observers, we discover 
that whatever we do as such happens to us. In other words, we 
discover that our experience is that we find ourselves observing, 
talking or acting, and that any explanation or description of 
what we do is secondary to our experience of finding ourselves 
in the doing of what we do.

     Humberto Maturana, 1988 4

The Arcade Project took its point of departure from this claim by Chilean biologist and 
radical constructivist Humberto Maturana that the domain of experience is prior to the domain 
of explanation. In other words, we have proceeded on the grounds that Rialto Youth Project 
finds itself observing, talking or acting, and that any explanation or description of what it does 
is secondary to its experience of finding itself already in the doing of what it does. According 
to Maturana’s proposition, in our praxis of living we are already living (observing, talking and 
acting) before the necessity of explanation (to say what we are doing). Therefore, the enactment 
of youth work as a particular, situated praxis of living also precedes its explanation of itself as a 
situated praxis of living. 

Another way of putting this is that know how precedes say how. Understood as such, the 
Arcade Project has been something in the order of a translation of embodied know how into the 
domain of explanation (say how). At certain moments over the course of the collaborative research 
process, youth workers would express regret for the embodied skills and knowledge accumulated 
and lost over the years without capture, without a trace. As a counter to their regret for that gap 
in self-description, we would say: well, it’s hard to take notes while you’re falling off a bicycle. And 
yet, in the case of the Arcade Project, this has been precisely the choreography of our request – 
politely tapping the shoulder of youth working in its emergency flow (praxis of living), eyes focused 
on avoiding a hard landing, with a question: by the way, tell us what you’re doing.

Between Mythos 
and the Curriculum: 
the Arcade Project as
a Mode of Pedagogical
Enquiry
DR. Ciaran Smyth, Vagabond Reviews

Axis of Explanation

The precise research programme of the Arcade Project was formulated firstly in extended 
dialogue between Vagabond Reviews and manager Jim Lawlor, and subsequently with the 
project’s team leaders. In those dialogues it was precisely our joint preoccupations with the 
question of tacit and explicit knowledge that gave shape to the conceptual frame and purpose 
of the enquiry. We could agree that Rialto Youth Project as a network of conversations already 
functioned in language according to a tacit set of understandings about the enactment (doing) of 
youth work. However, in the absence of any explicit, self-defining statements around those shared 
understandings, we identified two highly-polarised possibilities along the axis of explanation.

At one extreme we identified the de facto situation as one of finding an accommodation 
with the mythos of the project: its ethos and mythological force. According to this proposition, 
in the absence of any defining self-description, it was a question of seeing how each individual 
fits with the mythos of Rialto Youth Project as a non-specified enactment of the ‘house style’ 
of youth working: its particular emphasis on arts-based approaches along with its particular 
political commitments. In such a contingency, the system absorbs those who make a structural 
fit with Rialto Youth Project as a particular praxis of living. From the outset, the Arcade Project 
set its sights on getting beyond this point of mythos, beyond an identity that was more like a soul 
than a form of explanation.

At the other extreme along the axis of explanation, in our explorative dialogues with Rialto 
Youth Project, we considered the appalling vista of the youth work manual. We imagined this 
as a sort of over-specification that would reduce youth working to its positive behavioural form. 
The Arcade Project attempted to plot a course between the axis of mythos and that axis of 
over-specification. By invoking the idea of pedagogy, we set a course between the reliance on 
mythological identification and the deadening weight of the curriculum.

We began to see the curriculum as the fixing of knowledge in its disembodied, procedural 
form: a structurally-decoupled knowledge always coming from the outside. Specifically, we 
considered the curriculum as an ideological formation, as though youth working could be 
structurally decoupled from the neoliberal forces of post-industrial capitalism that gave rise to 
the necessity of youth work in the first place. We began to see pedagogy as an embodied 
elaboration of know-how, a move into the domain of explication from an inside as a situated 
arena of political struggle towards an outside: the neutralising effects of the curriculum displaced 
by a more combative form of address. We thought of the construction of a pedagogy as the 
crafting of a suit of armour, as a form of self-announcement and as a tactical mode of self-
definition in the face of the threat of an external, state-imposed definition.

Define or Be Defined

Broadly speaking, the Arcade Project set about the co-construction of the pedagogical praxis 
for an arts-based approach to youth working. Such a co-construction has been necessarily 
carried out under conditions of emergency. We encountered youth working as an emergent, 
emergency knowledge always under duress with respect to the contingent demands of its daily 
enactment, scarcity of resources and ambiguous relationship to the state. The very existence of 
youth work and its confinement to state-designated zones of ‘disadvantage’ implies structural 
failures with respect to the political economy of the state itself. In the light of those ambiguous 
conditions, youth work is subject to the vicissitudes of state investment and disinvestment, 
evolving necessarily as an emergency knowledge, always in the praxis of ‘living-doing’ before 
it can catch up with practices of explanation and pedagogical description. The self-descriptive 
urgency of the Arcade Project has arisen precisely in the face of state capture. This work of 
self-definition has been realised with a strategic awareness of the defining force of a state 
technocracy that would render youth working subject to neoliberal criteria of accountability, 
which, by virtue of its ideological commitments, already excludes structural disadvantages 
imposed by the state itself.

Endnotes
1 In 2008 our unscripted introduction to FGU developed into a formal evaluation role for  

 the Night of the Dark Angel Hallowe’en parade, a large-scale, community-led street  

 spectacle. In 2009, the Cultural Archaeology project was our first opportunity to elaborate  

 a significant community-based mode of inquiry that harnessed the potential of the studio  

 and the gallery as sites for the collective generation of narratives of place.

2 www.rialtoyouthproject.net.

3 The details of that collaborative research process have been described elsewhere. See  

 Vagabond Reviews, ‘More Bite in the Real World: Usership in Arts-Based Research Practice’,  

 On Curating, issue 24 (2014) (www.on-curating.org).

4 Humberto Maturana, ‘Reality: the search for objectivity or the quest for a compelling  

 argument’ in ed. Vincent Kenny, Radical Constructivism, Autopoiesis & Psychotherapy, Irish  

 Journal of Psychology, vol. 9:1, special edition (1988).
Image: Arcade I Validation Event, Vagabond Reviews 2016
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What’s in a word? 

The tricky contortions of the vilified weasel are an apt fit for the language of contemporary aesthetic theory, practice 
and policy. There is today, in Ireland and beyond, a palpably cavalier and casual attitude to the language of aesthetic 
sensibility. Aesthetic concepts are routinely reduced to keywords to be cited, referenced and namechecked. Words 
such as ‘deconstruction’, ‘modern’, ‘critical’ and even ‘aesthetic’ itself, are recycled like fashion trends. Rarely are they 
consciously complicated, interrogated or even reappointed. 

No buzzword pervades contemporary aesthetic jargon quite like the all-encompassing descriptor ‘engagement’. From 
course titles in art colleges, to a principle championed in cultural policy documents, to the everyday language we use 
to comprehend art, ‘engagement’ is the quintessential term of our times. It is a term, however, that does not point to a 
particular aesthetic style or ethic. Rather it is a dangerously dull, empty and hollow term. As such, it is properly approached 
with caution. It is a ‘weasel word’. Such words are so called because the much-maligned weasel was mistakenly thought 
to feed by sucking the contents out of eggs, leaving shells intact. The word ‘engagement’ tricks us into unquestioningly 
accepting all manner of contradictory practices as valuable. Like a Rorschach test we come to see what we want to see in 
its graphic outline. The façade of clarity that the weasel word generates is something that we must not hesitate to crack. 

Almost two decades ago, Steven Best and Douglas Kellner saw in the advent of the internet a new age of what Guy 
Debord and the Situationist International had earlier critiqued as ‘spectacle’. Where Debord et al had, following Marx, 
sought to resist a society of consumers passively in thrall to the reified spectacle of mass media and culture, Best and 
Kellner argued that the current formation of spectacle has successfully incorporated a practice of passive interaction on 
a ‘mega’ scale. Given the developments of the last two decades in aesthetic theory, practice and policy, I argue that this 
situation has only deepened to a state where we can now witness Mega-Spectacles of Engagement. This critique is not a 
call for a return to a classical aesthetic of cool detachment. Rather it is an attempt to avoid shallow engagement. 

We must not be naïve about ‘engagement’. It is not a panacea for society’s ills in modernity. In the warp and weft of 
‘engagement’ we should also remember there is the suggestion of a battle. This reminds us that some ‘engagements’ 
can be catastrophic. The material scars of aesthetic ‘engagement’ range from the annotations on a well-read text to 
the erosion of a public statue through acid rain, from fan fiction to the literal appropriation of everyday objects, to the 
ideological instrumentalisation of art for institutional ends. ‘Engagement’ should thus be among the most marked of our 
dictionary of art terms. 

This loaded term and its synonyms: participation, involvement, interactivity etc., disguise an agenda. That agenda is 
encapsulated in one of the greatest problems facing art today, namely: measurement. By the problem of measurement, 
I do not mean that we are missing a ruler or criteria to apply to artworks but, rather, that we are increasingly channelled 
into a single-minded assessment approach that blinkers our reflection on, and understanding of, art. This façade of 
measurability requires artists, educators and administrators alike to twist their language weasel-like to justify practice in 
terms of deliverables, outputs and impact. 

At stake in the discourse of ‘engagement’ is justification – and increasingly that has come to mean a narrow economic 
justification – for art. We are evermore asked to consider art in terms of the labour it provides. When we as artists, 
educators and administrators ask: what does the work do?, we are increasingly asking what labour the work does. 
The purpose, impact, effect and utility of art are thus compressed into the ambiguous term ‘engagement’. If the work is 
engaged in labour, manual or intellectual, it behoves us to address the accompanying history and politics. In post-crash 
Ireland that perspective means considering what employment the art will bring. This is clearly a lame approach to art. 

Where ‘cool aesthetic detachment’ was the sensibility of the modern art gallery, the turn to social engagement, as 
recognised by theorists such as Nicolas Bourriaud, has in recent decades explicitly sought to activate and employ the 
beholder. This turn has occurred within a greater shift away from morality and towards politics in contemporary aesthetics. 
It is understandable that artists, curators, educators and policy makers, in the spirit of constructivism and in their own 
different ways, sought to overcome the concrete legacies of Kantian disinterestedness and its associations of cultural 
elitism. However, we must now recognise the limitations of this ‘engagement’ turn in aesthetics. The move to management 
in aesthetic theory, practice and policy has almost extinguished the rich moral ideas of beauty and sublimity. 

Instead, we see an increased consideration of the purpose of social engagement. Jürgen Habermas, for example, 
proposes an open, rigorous debate, grounded in reason and a spirit of disinterestedness, aiming towards a common 
consensual good. In contrast, Jacques Rancière regards the political subject as brought into being through acts of 
‘dissensus’ that disrupt the sensible order. Chantal Mouffe argues that a certain degree of ‘conflictual consensus’ is an 
essential element to managing and creating a healthy democratic public space. She thus argues for ‘a common symbolic 
framework’ that allows ‘room for disagreement’. 

The ideology of engagement allows for artistic practice across this spectrum of consensus to dissensus. Socially-
engaged artists such as Suzanne Lacy, Rikrit Tiravanija and Liam Gillick explicitly prioritise the audience’s participation 
in the artwork, if not the artwork itself, as a means to ameliorate social ills. The work of Santiago Sierra and Thomas 
Hirschorn, however, deliberately produces discomfort and unease rather than conviviality or appeasement. In each case, 
the spectacle of the artwork is incomplete without the participant. 

As something that might fight the alienation of the modern artwork and gallery, ‘engagement’ has come to replace 
‘emancipation’ as the goal of art, not to mention politics. Where emancipation was equally vague, it at least suggested 
a project that could be conceived of and directed toward a better future. ‘Engagement’ seeks simply to activate but to 
no purpose. ‘Engagement’ is the end in itself. Employment for employment’s sake. ‘Engagement’ appeals to the modern 
economist who can devise means to tabulate its ever-increasing trade and conceive of a Gross National Engagement. 

Mega-Spectacles 
of Engagement
Dr. Connell Vaughan, Lecturer in Visual Culture, DIT/ Lecturer MA SEA+FE, NCAD (2016) 
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However, truly prosocial art and aesthetic sensibility must aspire to more than economic growth. Nowhere has the 
language of managed engagement been so visible than the London Olympics of 2012. Its Cultural Olympiad was officially 
assessed as providing “43.4 million public engagement experiences”. Engagement was calculated as a combination 
of attendance and participation. Yet, as Robert Hewison notes when reflecting on such apparent and fleeting success, 
“Jerusalem remains on the drawing board”.1

Like other weasel words, such as ‘effective’, ‘efficient’ and ‘support’, it is precisely the hollowness of the term 
‘engagement’ that makes it so appealing. Its deployment is often strategically vague. In its abstruse use, it deceives and 
eludes responsibility. By eliding tangible quantitative and qualitative metrics, the vague language of ‘engagement’ commits 
a double crime. Not content with an approach to aesthetics and art that frames experience in terms of measureables, 
it hedges on the value and power of art. If you commit to the language of ‘engagement’ then there is a responsibility to 
specify what that entails. This double obfuscating contortion marks ‘engagement’ as the weasel’s weasel. The atmosphere 
of cynicism that accompanies claims of ‘engagement’ is, I suspect, a sign that this is something that the public and 
practitioners alike inherently recognise. 

‘Engagement’ is appealing to the artist as it suggests an audience. But the suggested audience is not an audience. 
There is a risk that when the artwork, like the classroom, is conceived as democracy laboratory premised on ‘engagement’, 
that we think of such spaces as democracy substitutes and abandon other aesthetic virtues such as beauty, sublimity, 
veracity and profundity. ‘Engagement’ is particularly appealing to the third-level trained artist, informed by their postmodern 
readings that the author is to be challenged and of the critical, social function of art. Yet, social authorship as it is so often 
conceived, resorts to the anonymous authority of ‘engagement’ as art’s sole defining style. ‘Engagement’ can no more 
be a style than listening, reading or thinking can be. ‘Engagement’, when claimed, must be specified and elucidated in 
formal terms. 

‘Engagement’ is appealing to the arts administrator as it suggests a way to manage and account for the aesthetic 
experience of the public/masses/tax-payer. It can be crudely measured in scores such as footfall and tickets sales. Such 
tabulations are important, but there is an increasing tendency to conflate presence with ‘engagement’. The presence of 
a white cube as a ‘neutral space’ for exhibiting is a Eurocentric standardisation that writers such as Peter Weibel have 
called for us to transcend. Museums in today’s global art world are akin to those ancient colonising city states of Greece. 
So called ‘peripheries’ are to be ‘engaged’ as emerging markets. The expansion of the global cultural industrial complex 
sees all territories outside the Western metropolis as Magna Graecia, a place to be settled. Charlotte Bydler, for example, 
sees such colonial globalisation in the expansion of the biennale format. 

‘Engagement’ is appealing to educators as it allows them to reconcile the alienation of contemporary education with 
constructivist-sounding language. ‘Engagement’ points to a learner that is actively paying attention. Attendance, however, 
as every teacher knows, is not ‘engagement’. It is a disservice to limit the exchange between teacher and learner to a 
frame of ‘engagement’. This applies to both human and non-human teachers. The interpretive tasks of education require 
us to go beyond mere ‘engagement’. 

‘Engagement’, of course, also denotes a promise and an obligation. We could see this as a promise between artist 
and beholder or vice versa or both. There is risk in art, and this risk requires trust that cuts both ways. Where there is no 
trust in either artist or beholder, ‘engagement’ will remain shallow. As with art, so too the study of art. As with practice and 
policy, theory must attack the most egregious uses of ‘engagement’. 

We do a disservice to Mega-Spectacles such as Michael Rakowitz’s Enemy Kitchen (2003–), Paul Cummins and Tom 
Piper’s Blood Swept Lands and Seas of Red (2014) and Jeremy Deller’s We’re Here Because We’re Here (2016) if our 
only measures of assessment are a crude calculation of attendance plus participation. 

Given their privileged position, students have an obligation to thoroughly research and assess the terms of ‘engagement’ 
at play in contemporary art. The study of the field of ‘engaged art’ is a discipline in the process of developing its glossary. 
There is thus a demand to wade through the verbiage of ‘engagement’ in the service of constructing the discipline’s 
lexicon. Foremost amongst the challenges for this academic study will be, I argue, to develop taxonomies and typologies 
of ‘engagement’. Specifically, this entails interrogating so-called ‘engaged art’ with the following questions: 

What counts as ‘engagement’?  
What counts as ‘good engagement’?  
What are the institutional limits of ‘engagement’?  
How is ‘engagement’ managed and measured?  
What is meant by social?  
What is the role of the artist/professional/mediator/technology in structuring ‘engagement’?

These are but an initial collection of questions that students of socially-engaged art practice must not shy away from. 
Furthermore, as those with qualifications in the field students must recognise, they will be likely to assume the managerial 
role of curator of engagement. If that well-worn debate between Claire Bishop and Grant Kester (begun in 2006) should 
stand for anything, let it be a reminder about the terms of engagement in the politics and curation of socially-engaged 
arts practice. 

Bishop claims that effective critique is best enacted through a leader or author figure, like a curator. As a result, the 
idea of the creator of the work as autonomous is maintained, the passivity of the viewer remains and the cardinal nature 
of the piece is unchanged because of being experienced. Kester, however, is willing to accord a more radical role to the 
collective. Regarding the reductivist approach to the collective witnessed in Bishop as an abdication of the political force 
of the collective, Kester is quick to emphasise the “organised political resistance” available through collectives. In Kester’s 
approach, the curator, the spectator and the artist are only effects of the collective. Emancipation and engagement, then, 
if they are to be accorded in terms of aesthetic practice, need to be seen in terms of concepts such as communal and 
collective action. This is a debate that clearly remains relevant. 

Conclusion 
It is productive to conceive of words as drugs (pharmakon). The dangerous discourse of ‘engagement’ we have seen 

is akin to an addictive drug. Like any drug there are beneficent and maleficent uses of ‘engagement’. It is thus not a term 
to be singularly privileged or ostracised. Rather it is a term to be approached with caution. This caution must ask: is 
‘engagement’ being invoked solely as a box-ticking exercise or is there something substantial at play? 

Much ink has recently been spilled over the new ‘attention economy’. Anxiety about the effect of new technologies 
on our memory however is not a new concern. As far back as Plato’s Phaedrus, Socrates worried about the impact of 
writing on memory. It is clear however that that the digital does not herald an age of extreme disengagement, as those 
who seek to berate millennials for being ‘engrossed in their smartphones’ would have us believe. Rather it marks a new 
stage for ‘engagement’ in all its forms, from shallow to deep. Digital platforms, in offering repeated viewing, opportunities 
for comment and production, are undoubtedly the terra incognita of our time and socially-engaged art practice must not 
hesitate to explore. The challenge is to inculcate a cultural and critical policy that deepens not simply the language of 
‘engagement’ but the nuanced understanding of its rhetorical function. 

To be critical of the language of ‘engagement’ is not to pine for a return to cool aesthetic detachment. There remains 
after all much to value in the aesthetics of ‘engagement’. That value must be deep, sustained and exhaustive. If its 
embrace means crushing the work of art so be it. That is a risk worth taking. 

While I have necessarily focused on the maleficent aspects of this term there is of course beneficent potential to the 
use of the language of ‘engagement’. What George Lipsitz might call “strategic anti-essentialism” remains available insofar 
as there remains the possibility for ‘engagement’ to be deployed in order to resist these imposed cultural norms. My hunch 
is that this resistance may entail the firm and deep accounting, cataloguing and listing of anti-economical measurables as 
a rhetorical strategy. That is, however, for socially-engaged arts practitioners to negotiate and for students of the discipline 
to research. In both cases, shallow ‘engagement’ and its surrogate forms must be recognised and resisted. To rework 
an old maxim attributed to John Muir, what is needed is not blind opposition to ‘engagement’, but opposition to blind 
‘engagement’. We must not study the term in the pursuit of purity but rather in the search for a deeper understanding of 
the word and its contextual use. 

Given that one of the five pillars of Ireland’s current arts and cultural policy (Éire Ildánach/Creative Ireland 2017–2022) 
seeks to “lead the engagement of citizens with our arts and culture”, this is an idea of our time. As an arts community, 
and specifically as students of socially-engaged arts practice, we must be wary as we head into this initiative of Creative 
Ireland. This means attending to the details of its Mega-Spectacles of Engagement. Engagement is a voluntary activity 
and it is futile and dangerous to demand it and to demand to lead it. Cruinniú na Cásca, an annual culture day of talks, 
workshops and performances, is the first of Creative Ireland’s programme of events. It will be revealing to see if this too 
is assessed in so-called ‘public engagement experiences’. 

Endnotes
1  Robert Hewison, Robert, Cultural Capital: The Rise and Fall of Creative Britain (London: Verso, 2014) 139.
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Unlearning and public education are some of the ideas addressed in PUBLIC SCHOOL, the 
current exhibition at Hyde Park Art Center (HPAC) Chicago, USA, this spring. Artists Jim 
Duignan, of Stockyard Institute, and Rachel Harper of Seen + Heard, created the project 
and charge the art gallery with an interactive installation designed to spark minds 
of all ages to ask questions and use their hands to build the answers. Here, curator 
Allison Peters Quinn talks with Jim and Rachel about their thoughts on self-education, 
pedagogy and the need for a Utopian Center for Civic Love.

APQ: Stockyard Institute’s Pedagogical Factory (2007) was such a touchstone show at HPAC. It was the first time 
HPAC’s exhibition programme of contemporary art aligned with our school/education interest in engaging teens and 
introduced an artist residency programme all in one. The exhibition was the catalyst for collaboration between artist and 
institution to develop a viable platform supporting neighborhood youth through a new programme. How have your ideas 
on learning in the city developed, changed or become clearer over the 10 years since Pedagogical Factory took place? 
What do you want to accomplish in this second show about education that is different from the first?

 
JD: I am not certain that my ideas about learning have changed much since Pedagogical Factory. 

It was an important moment for me and for many others to ask better questions about the city and 
whether it was a complicit site for the encouragement of diverse, imaginative self-learners. My plan 
with the Stockyard Institute will be to continue building platforms in order to develop relationships. 
The aim is not to confront the instincts of the status quo in order to resist reasonable methods for 
contemporary learning, but to reassure and insist to the young and to anyone else that they can 
build the types of spaces that provide the best opportunities for them to do their work.  

Pedagogical Factory stirred the pot. At that time I felt that HPAC was perhaps the only place 
that this exhibition could have taken place. The development of the Youth Art Board (YAB) was 
a critical initiative that the exhibition left behind at HPAC. It took a collaborative approach, with 
local high school students and then-HPAC staff, Blake Bradford, Ray Yang and myself. Although 
Pedagogical Factory raised many questions and anticipated a local pedagogical turn, the YAB 
operationalised the sentiments of the exhibition. PUBLIC SCHOOL will accommodate – with greater 
focus and intention – the needs of the young and of self-educators, as well as the random wisdom 
of experimenters. The space will be in use for twice as long as it was for Pedagogical Factory, to 
build objects, publications, ideas and relationships that folks can use and include in their practice 
over the next 10 years. Just as Pedagogical Factory mined serious questions, PUBLIC SCHOOL 
recognises what is happening in Chicago and what needs to happen. We are on our own to a 
large extent and schools will always supplement the smallest portion of our general education. 
We will provide a dynamic and interactive space for anyone to spend time wondering, meeting, 
teaching, exchanging, caring and hopefully realising the vast and indelible amount of space their 
self-education occupies.      

 
RH: At the time of Pedagogical Factory, I was leading the family programmes division of the 

museum education department at the Art Institute of Chicago. The work my colleagues and I were 
doing, across institutions of intergenerational arts education outside of schools, felt like a secret 
we didn’t want to keep to ourselves. It was so difficult, however, to find the language to communicate 
our belief that there did not need to be such a vast chasm between the ways that we teach art and 
the ways that we experience and make art in the contemporary world. Pedagogical Factory cracked 
open a space for these questions to be brought forward in a range of practices, but it also initiated 
a palpable change in what experimental city educators felt might be possible in educational art.  

In the intervening decade, Chicago social practice has come to a self-reflexive understanding 
and yet directly-educational socially-engaged artworks are still largely left out of high art 
discourse. At the same time, the past decade has marked the most significant turn towards school 
standardisation in the history of compulsory education. There has been an exponential increase 
in higher education tuition costs and a remodelling of college students as consumers instead of 
scholars. The influence of prison systems on school policy has increased significantly and has 
ushered in corporate school reform so suffocating that we have now witnessed the first major 
municipal district (in urban New Orleans) to end all public schooling. This is a fact not stated often 
enough, and it sets a frightening precedent for all cities. The Recovery School District of Louisiana 
is run entirely by corporate charters, not by the people, and arguably, therefore, not for the people. 

And so, the PUBLIC SCHOOL inquiry, to me, continues to be rooted in the same guiding questions 
about why such a significant gap exists between how we teach art and how we experience and 
make art. These questions are also expanded to examine why such a significant gap exists between 
how we teach and how we live most fully.

The Art of 
Self-Education: 
Shifting school models
through artistic inquiry
Allison Peters Quinn, Curator at Hyde Park Art Center, Chicago, interviews artists 
Jim Duignan of Stockyard Institute & Rachel Harper of Seen + Heard during the exhibition PUBLIC SCHOOL

Image: PUBLIC SCHOOL exhibition, 2017. 

Hyde Park Art Center, Chicago.
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APQ: Part of the reason I wanted to do this show was to encourage open discussion on the state of education. 
Chicago has one of the most corrupt public education systems in the nation and I don’t think we as a community are 
talking enough about the problem or exploring solutions. For several years, Jim has talked about creating blueprints or a 
handbook/model for a school aligned with his understanding of how we learn. Part of the problem is that this language of 
education is already inadequate and triggers the sensation of boredom and bureaucracy, like the term ‘public school’. No 
one wants to go there, yet it should be a vital pillar of the community, a Petri dish of progressive activity and a sanctuary 
from which we can challenge the system. This is why the title PUBLIC SCHOOL is perfect, because it’s an effort to reclaim 
‘school’ as an inspirational concept for learning in this century. 

Similarly, HPAC has been running an art school based on a 1940s fee-for-service model that has seen attendance 
steadily decline. The intention was for both of you to have a hand in helping us remake the school – returning HPAC to its 
origins as an artist-run space and establishing a purposeful and authentic space for creative and critical education without 
financial, geographic, age-based or psychological barriers. What does this space look like and how is it programmed?  

 
JD: I would think first about what will propel the school. How does a 1940s-model school work in 

order to operate as a centre and a place of gathering, collaborative work, shared ideas and needs? I 
have considered how different sections of the population could interact and share artistic wisdom. 
The HPAC school may have two directions as you consider the short term (5 years) and the long 
term (25 years). The first direction is a self-sustaining model, led by members of HPAC who have 
an excess, who use the space and are willing. This would require commitment from teachers and 
students to acquire hours they could use in various capacities through the art centre as a core 
teacher pool. What could a large, eclectic, non-hierarchical pool look like? Could the compensation 
be something other than money, such as space, education, certificate work, pipelines to other 
institutions or even centres? The second direction is an endowment, a school underwritten in total, 
gradually, by its membership or by the teacher pool itself. Chicago bike shops, the local florist and 
food exchanges are moving forward different economies of sharing, exchanging, centralising work 
forces, sharing resources and lowering costs. An income scaling of costs as tuition is fair but any 
costs, financial or otherwise, should be consistent with all the work undertaken at HPAC, as this 
would impact all areas, initially both favorably and unfavorably, which may be obvious. This is 
intentionally vague, as hard questions do not need to be ironed out here.                             

RH: For me, the heart of this question is how to liberate teaching artists from their own artistic 
training. It is clear that arts education is experiencing a crisis: reproducing an authoritarian 
pedagogical mode where the teacher has the knowledge and therefore teaches, and the student 
is an empty vessel to be filled or a consumer who devours knowledge but has no direct role in the 
transformative activity of learning that follows the act of consumption. This means that education 
is often judged in the precise terms that commodities are judged: is this worth the price? And yet, 
education is not functionally a commodity, nor is it even a service! And so, students are at a loss 
as to why operating it in this way feels so unsatisfying when nearly everything else in our culture 
operates perfectly through this model. 

As Paolo Freire and many others have cautioned, when you begin with the idea that the teacher 
will teach from a master knowledge set, you are certain to enact a curriculum that reproduces the 
current social order in which said knowledge is rooted. This necessarily means reproducing the 
oppressive systems of that social order. 

Given the mechanical and sociological dimensions of how learning works, my ideal art school 
is exactly like a preschool, which is the most sophisticated schooling design I am aware of. For 
a preschool model to work in a place like Hyde Park Art Center, teaching artists would have to be 
empowered to teach like preschool teachers: to create conditions for focused play, to notice when 
a student has found her work and wait for her to approach with questions about how to carry out 
the work after she has exhausted her own explorations. The teacher’s work, like the contemporary 
artist’s work in the collective studio, is to deepen the wonder, aestheticise the inquiry and play well 
with others. This does not mean that there is no structure in such a school. On the contrary, it means 
borrowing structures from modes of operating that are creative and aesthetic, as in contemporary 
art, not compliant and anaesthetic, as in formal post-preschool education.

APQ: PUBLIC SCHOOL returns us to learning trades or craft and skills like welding and woodworking, as well as 
activism and storytelling. You raise questions about what is learned and who determines that curriculum, which is very 
important to revitalising art education. 

No doubt the icon of the exhibition is the Utopian Center for Civic Love, a decomissioned school bus that has been 
gutted and made into a kid hangout and studio for the show. The name recalls the sentiment of Paulo Freire, that 
education is an act of love. The bus is also a metaphor for mobile learning, which Jim has experimented with in the 
Nomadic Studio (a show at DePaul Art Museum in 2010). It reflects his interest in multi-use maker spaces/meeting hubs 
that can open or close and move on at a moment’s notice. Why this interest in mobility and how does it benefit learning? 
Can you talk about why you named the bus Utopian Center for Civic Love and how that connects to your thoughts or 
needs for education in the city? 

 
JD: The Utopian Center for Civic Love was coined by Rachel. I heard her describe the space 

she wanted to build and it rang with an absolute perfection. The bus, like other smaller works in 
PUBLIC SCHOOL – the painted piano, the stage conference table, the freak bicycles and other 
pieces that will be built over the run of this exhibition – are objects of curiosity that reach back to 
our early childhoods. We have had many conceptual conversations over the last year, imagining 
what bringing our studios together might look like in the most exact and intentional ways. It also 
combines lived practices to include works by humans of every age, as Rachel focuses on the 
cultural production of the very young and the deliberate exclusion of their work from mainstream 
institutions. This research conducted by Seen + Heard raises an essential question that gets to the 
heart of what I work against. Namely, why so many youth might struggle to find their place in a city 
and their way forward. 

APQ: Rachel, perhaps you can talk about the intergenerational approach to learning that is important in Freire’s work 
and how you interpret the Utopian Center for Civic Love.

RH: The term ‘love’ is one that we haven’t traditionally used in mainstream education, but I’m 
glad to see it coming into discourse as ‘radical love’. It comes particularly from critical pedagogy 
traditions that began in the 1970s and were aimed at dismantling the root of power imbalances by 
overtly and unapologetically strengthening loving community bonds. As corporate interests tighten 
around mass schooling, it grows colder. Languages of ‘radical love’ become more necessary and 
this is probably why we are now seeing them employed. 

I took a lot of flak from other educators when I started using the word ‘love’ about 10 years 
ago to describe the heart and motivations behind teaching and learning. In a similar way to Jim’s 
assertion that contemporary art is “technical, conceptual, and relational”, it is my belief that the 
core operation of learning is always facilitated by the pedagogical bond, which – if we are being 
clearest – is a relational bond of love. This does not mean that we necessarily love each student, 
though that usually helps. Rather, in a broad spiritual way, we extend a love for the world. The 
pedagogical bond is made through the ability to become fully present with learners.  

I believe that a powerful utopian network exists in Chicago, like a system of roots underground 
stretching through every neighborhood, between people of all ages, which begins to glow brightly 
when we make ourselves present and loving enough to perceive the interconnected bonds of 
civic love all around us. Individuals and communities who practice radical love make these roots 
stronger, warmer, more effectively connective and thus educative.

As Ada Grey, age 12, self-educated in Chicago, said in her opening remarks for PUBLIC SCHOOL, 
“Education is all around us, if we have the ability to help each other see it”.
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The European Academy of Participation (EAP) is a strategic 
partnership supported by the ERASMUS+ programme of the European 
Commission. It runs from September 2015 to August 2018 and brings 
together 10 partners from all over Europe, including higher education 
institutions and arts and culture organisations. 

The ambition of EAP is to tap into the existing potential of higher 
education and the unique and hard-won endeavours of creative 
projects and organisations scattered across Europe that are engaging 
the public as active agents in their work. Through interaction, 
both sectors impact the diversifying societies of Europe, valuing 
participatory practice in the arts.

The composition of partners and their roles in the project 
demonstrates a commitment to dissolving boundaries between 
academic and artistic disciplines, as well the boundaries between the 
policymaker, the artist, the curator and the audience. This increasing 
flexibility brings about a new practice profile: the creative producer. The 
project aims to contribute to a more inclusive Europe, in which people 
live together with mutual respect for differences. The EAP partners 
consider participatory practice in art and culture as a central tool to 
involve communities in a positive process of constructing a shared 
cultural space. The project addresses participation as a key priority for 
funders in order to foster social cohesion. It also raises ethical questions 
around responsibility, authorship and participatory practice as a means 
to communicate through art and culture. 

EAP partners want to critically discuss the embeddedness 
of participatory practice in a political framework that has rapidly 
changed over the last two years. Before that, participatory art was 
largely perceived through the historical lens of what has happened 
since the fall of the Berlin wall. The ‘end of history’ feeling has led 
to the long-prevailing paradigm of neoliberalism, our current political 
order of free trade and open markets. In this paradigm, the private 
sector takes the lead and the role of the public, and that of the state 
supporting the public, is pushed into the background. Ironically, the 
term participation has simultaneously been appropriated for neoliberal 
policies that encourage people to take individual responsibility, as the 
idea of collective responsibility and a supportive welfare state declines. 
Political support is focused on the economy and the financial markets, 
not the citizen. In turn, and quite ironically, citizens and artists have 
been expected to compensate for austerity politics, being manoeuvred 
into roles that would ‘artwash’ the resultant misery, which should have 
been solved by other professionals, such as care takers, city planners 
and social workers. 

The Arab Spring and Occupy Wall Street seemed like turning points, 
with all the hope they triggered across the globe. Alongside the global 
financial crisis, and with examples like the economic recovery in Iceland 
through the rejection of austerity measures and the implementation of 
the Nordic model of welfare government, this seemed a game changer: 
people took back the initiative from fatigued politicians and seemingly 
omnipotent banks and multinationals.1 Since then, our hopes have 
faded and the world has changed for the worse. The revolutionary 
potential of the people, long believed to be on the left, is now on the 
right, with populist nationalist movements that battle Enlightenment 
principles, such as human rights, equality and solidarity. This new 
politics mistakes nostalgia for culture and sees artists as the enemy. 
The basic question remains the same: how can artists engage with 
communities in a mutual beneficial way, towards progress, and more 
culturally and economically inclusive societies? 

During the first public conference in Dublin (27–28 October 2016), 
EAP partners looked back on an exciting first year of research, 
discussions and collaborative exercises that have produced 
considerable expertise and insight. The event brought together 90 
participants from 12 countries that represented partner organisations 
and stakeholders from education, culture, policy and research. It had 
two main aims: to share the outcomes and ambitions of the project in 
order to involve the education and culture sectors, creating ownership 
of the project’s activities within this community of practice; and to gather 
critical feedback on what has been realised so far – mainly the Tuning 
document, which was based on the methodology developed by Tuning 
Educational Structures in Europe – as well as plans for the future, such 
as the design of the course module. All presentations are available at 
www.academyofparticipation.org.

Creative producers
and the communities 
of tomorrow
Katherine Atkinson, Project Support and Professional Development, Create
&
Lars Ebert, European Academy of Participation and Senior Advisor, Elia

EAP Partners: 

Goethe-Institut, 
Munich, Germany.

Castrum Peregrini, 
Amsterdam, The Netherlands.

ACERT, 
Tondela, Portugal.

Avrupa Kültür Derneği, 
Istanbul, Turkey.

National University of the Arts, 
Bucharest, Romania.

Central Saint Martins, University of the Arts, 
London, UK.

University of Marseille,
France.

Universidad de la Iglesia de Deusto, 
Bilbao, Spain.

the European League of Institutes of the Arts 
(ELIA), Amsterdam, The Netherlands.

Create,
Dublin, Ireland.

Endnotes
1 ‘The True Cost of Austerity and  

 Inequality: Iceland Case Study’, 

 Oxfam Case Study, 2013 (www.oxfam.org).

Through analysis of the Tuning document, EAP partners have 
gathered rich and varied responses, questions, opinions, ideas and 
examples that will inform the pedagogy of the module. The questions 
and statements that were generated and discussed through Open Space 
Technology at the conference were based on prior knowledge of the 
Tuning document and expanded the thinking underpinning the module. 
These questions included considerations of the tricky issue of exiting a 
project, particularly if the practitioner has developed a strong relational 
network. How are practitioners prepared for the often-demanding 
personal and conceptual investment required in these projects? Should 
they be taught self care in college? What are the particular pitfalls of 
attempting to ‘teach’ participatory practice and indeed of working in this 
field? What are the current debates about ownership and authorship? 
What is the role of the curator? How are the more process-based 
elements of participative/collaborative practice represented? How can 
we prepare practitioners to engage in the politics of representation? 
How and where is participative/collaborative practice represented? 
What might an open source platform on participatory arts education 
look like? How do we tackle the question of validation/accreditation for 
participants? How do we value this participation and how is it funded? 
And, finally, the question of succession, planning for the afterlife of 
a project and deciding who, in a complex matrix of collaborators, is 
responsible for this space.

These questions and statements generated a sharing of knowledge 
and experience, provoked debates and challenges and created critical 
responses that will continue to inform EAP, and, we hope, contribute 
to this field of practice. The Dublin conference was the first of three 
multiplier events foreseen in the project. Following on from the Dublin 
conference, EAP intend to make the project outcomes beneficial for a 
broader audience and incorporate them in the educational module that 
the partners will build as a pilot run at Central Saint Martins, London, 
in July 2017. In this intensive low-residency module jointly offered by 
universities and cultural organisations, EAP will target postgraduate 
students – from the arts, humanities and social sciences – as well as 
practitioners, including artists, trainers, teachers, curators and others 
from third sector cultural organisations. Based on a jointly-developed 
set of competencies, they will engage in an intensive blended learning 
experience derived from their own respective practices, working on 
questions and problems that are shared across all forms of collaboration 
and community engagement.

The competencies will be formulated after the consortium 
has completed a fully-fleshed-out Tuning exercise based on the 
methodology developed by Tuning Educational Structures in Europe. 
This will lead to an international benchmarking document that can be 
used by curriculum builders, employers and other stakeholders.

The next EAP public conference will take place in Amsterdam 
(5–6 October 2017). The working title is Living as Form, drawn from 
the publication of the same title by Nato Thompson in which he asks 
whether it is time, at the beginning of the twenty-first century, to return 
Duchamp’s urinal to the real world from the museum. But the question 
is whether it would be accepted by the ‘real world’ today, where people 
are suspicious of the arts and artists in their elite bubble.

Art keeps engaging with life, trying to find new forms of expression 
and impact. What is the artistic form of life today? Or should we talk 
rather about art as resistance? These are the questions we want to put 
forward during the Amsterdam conference, which marks the conclusion 
of the second year of the European Academy of Participation.

Encouraged by reactions of peers across Europe, EAP have 
started to place the project’s activities and outcomes into a longer-
term perspective that looks beyond the life cycle of this project. EAP 
see the outcomes and results of this project as an integral part of a 
fully-fleshed-out transnational joint Masters, embedded in a strategic 
partnership network and based on solid ground provided by the Tuning 
exercise and the pilot module developed within EAP.

 

Image: EAP open space, Dublin 2016.
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MA Socially Engaged Art + 
Further Education, NCAD 
The MA Socially Engaged Art + Further Education* is a two year, Level 9, taught masters 
degree focusing on the dynamic relationship between socially-engaged arts practice and 
pedagogy, particularly within further education, non-formal educational and community 
settings. Immersed in a trans-disciplinary space, students have the opportunity to develop 
their practices as socially-engaged practitioners and as educators within the Further Education 
sector. The MA SEA+FE attracts students from a range of disciplines. To date the student 
group has included a diverse range of visual artists as well as those with backgrounds in 
education, design, theatre, film, arts management, youth and community work, urban planning 
and activism. 

Meet the class of 2015-2017:

Kate Hoey 
Building on a two-year collaboration with a Dublin-based 
youth project, my art and educational practice has evolved 
to working specifically with young people experiencing 
autism. In an age of inequality, the intention of my work is 
to prioritise the opinions and experiences of those who find 
scant opportunity to express their views.

RESEARCH DISSERTATION TITLE: 
Perceiving Sounds: Exploring the Educational Experiences of Young People with ASD.

PARTNERS:
Setanta School for children with Autism, Stillorgan, Co. Dublin
Rialto Youth Project, Dublin 8
Work Options, St. Michael’s House, Dublin 7
St. Ita’s Special School, Drogheda, Co. Louth

Image:

Lines from Rialto, Work on paper from a body of work produced over a two-year collaboration with 

Rialto Youth Project, Dublin 8.

Colm Mullen 
My practice as a filmmaker, photographer and educator 
is collaborative and immersive. It seeks meaningful 
collective explorations of social phenomenon, aiming to 
stimulate discussion in a wider context. Through drama 
and documentary film, current projects explore questions 
relating to mental health, identity and community.

RESEARCH DISSERTATION TITLE:
My child is transgender. The issues emerging for parents of transgender children in the North 
East of Ireland; a case study.

PARTNERS:
Dundalk Outcomers
Killinarden Youthreach 
The Priory Youthreach
Rush Youthreach
Dublin and Dún Laoghaire Education and Training Board

Image:

Colm Mullen facilitating a photography workshop, Exploring Identity at Outcomers - a community 

support group for LGBT people in the North East region of Ireland.

Marije Schmitz-Niehaus
As communication is a social process between people, 
visual communication is almost never seen as such. My 
interdisciplinary research project combines graphic design 
and teaching practices to explore the potential of user-
centered graphic design methods to generate knowledge 
about visual languages and visual literacy.

RESEARCH DISSERTATION TITLE:
Social graphic design: co-creating toy shop logos with 
primary school students.

PARTNERS:
Van Abbemuseum, Eindhoven 
TimelessToys.ie

Image:

Toy shop logo made by 3rd class 

Sinead Dowling
Perpetual Home is an arts-based research project.  
It takes form as a mobile ‘home’ unit, which acts 
as a durational artwork and is a site for exchange.  
Through participatory interventions, it explores the 
complexities of home and its interconnectedness 
with place.

“Nest-building is a prime natural example, every 
member of the nest shares in the effort and benefits 
from the result”. 
Richard Sennett

RESEARCH DISSERTATION TITLE:
An exploration of the tensions and complexities of socially engaged art: from the perspective of 
practitioners and through arts-based research

PARTNER: 
Daniel Maxwell, Designer

Image:

Perpetual Home

Eilish Langton
As a hybrid artist at the interstice of culinary and creative 
practice, my work seeks to develop new methodologies in 
making art that matters through meaningful experiences 
of participation and collaboration. Current practice-based 
research explores the collective development of a community 
cob oven as a pedagogical platform. 

RESEARCH DISSERTATION TITLE: 
Socially engaged art practice & pedagogy: contributing to sustaining community & education in 
changing times.  

PARTNERS/COLLABORATORS: 
An Gairdín Beo, Community Garden, Carlow 
CCDP (SICAP)
La Núa, Special CE Scheme, Carlow
Citizenship & Community Students, Carlow College, Carlow
Men’s Shed, Carlow
Social Enterprise Department, Carlow
Jim Behan, Ceramic Artist, Carlow

Image: 

La Núa co-creating the Cob Oven Project, An Gairdín Beo community garden, Carlow. 

Liz Smith
The contemporary animal turn in art is divergent, 
encompassing a spectrum of ethical practices. My art and 
research practice explores whether ethics discourses in 
socially-engaged art could prove useful in instrumentalising 
art for animal rights, in order to inform an ethical framework 
for art’s ontological and physical engagement with animals.

RESEARCH DISSERTATION TITLE:
The Animal Turn and The Ethics of Collaboration: 
Constructing an Ethical Framework for the Animal Turn in 
Art, Exploring the Role of Socially Engaged Art Practices.

PARTNERS:
Canal Way Educate Together National School, Dublin 8
Drimnagh Castle Primary School, Dublin 12

Image:

Socially Engaged Panda (2016) - pencil, polychromo, pen and Photoshop 

Phionna Convey
There is a mutual reliance between public space and social 
interaction. My art practice is built around the analysis of 
human emotional connections and memories associated 
with specific public sites and urban locations in the north 
inner city of Dublin, with a particular focus on sites that can 
no longer be accessed. 

RESEARCH DISSERTATION TITLE:
Placing Consciousness: An Exploration of Socially Engaged 
Art as a Stimulus for Memory and Emotional Connection to 
Public Space. 

PARTNERS:
The residents of Ballybough 
Street Line Critics

Image: 

Gated laneway, Ballybough

Leonie Tang  
 
As an artist, my practice involves working with 
photographic archives and the documentation 
of counter historical narratives through memory 
work. This has led me to investigate collective 
remembering as a pedagogical process. 
The current research explores how collective 
remembering can contribute to greater 
intercultural understanding, compassion and 
international cooperation.

RESEARCH DISSERTATION TITLE:  
‘The Cult Memory: Remember, Forget, Represent.’ A qualitative research inquiry into socially-
engaged projects which utilise collective remembering as a pedagogical process to facilitate 
intercultural understanding.

Image:

Documenting Trace of Consciousness Raising. School For Revolutionary Girls, IMMA 2017.

*The title has recently been amended from MA Socially Engaged Art

(Further, Adult and Community Education)
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